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Leave Chamberlain Park alone! We need a public 18 hole golf course. Western Springs is across the
road for recreation.
Stop wasting ratepayers funds! No to Chamberlain Park development & legal challenge.
What is happening with the Regional Pest Management Plan?

AE Local planning

2012 testing noted human faecal matter. Would like to see toilet in park area as residents find human
waste near the bridge.
Visitor numbers have increased 3-5 years and will impact water quality - residents are worried of impact
to their health and businesses
Epic fail on the dumping of sludge near Great barrier Island
We got an international FAIL on the scale of trees/green reduction and removal. Lets STOP!
Water safety is important!
The natural environment has no representation. No one has set up a group that gives this its focus.
Referred to page 6 - admits more damage not less in the natural environment in its current budget.
How will this affect everyone's future? Within the capital expenditure, there is no reference to natural where are the trees?
Referred to streams, how can these be cleaned when bylaws aren't enforced.
How is climate change going to be mitigated when bylaws aren't enforced.
Referred to Hauraki Gulf Marine poster, referred to sediment and back to plan where it mentions all
sediment will be removed. Called to enquire and was told 'this is a pipe dream' ….How can we have
something in our plan and unable to achieve it.
Green development are a must.
Council must somehow assist in the creation of restoration..

Environmental services

AE Local planning
Air, land & water monitoring &
management
Hapua Thrive appreciate the buffer zone being put in place as part of the NETR-funded work in council Air, land & water monitoring &
parks
management
Hopes regional stakeholders like Conservation Volunteers and Trees for Survival are included in
Air, land & water monitoring &
consultations
management
Water is precious taonga - stop wasting this precious resource
Air, land & water monitoring &
management
Air, land & water monitoring &
NWoR acknowledge the recent development of their iwi management plan and look forward to open
management
dialogue with council regarding fresh water.
Looking to rights based approach to benefits
Air, land & water monitoring &
management
Air, land & water monitoring &
Notes central govt does not have mechanisms to discuss allocation of fresh water and recognises
management
council's role in mana whenua rights regarding water take
The waterways are the life line of te Waitemata and Manukau are life line for people and it is critical that Air, land & water monitoring &
management
we plan together to achieve better water outcomes
Ngati Whanaunga are willing to join current council decision-making opportunities regarding water
Air, land & water monitoring &
management
Air, land & water monitoring &
NW have seen over the passed few years there has been a change in philosophy to the approach to
management
how the council and CCOs are improving their enviromental outcomes through the process.
Cheap House
Asset sales
Would it not be a good idea to amalgamate Auckland Council, Auckland Transport and Watercare into Auckland Council Investment Limited
(ACIL)
one organisation so that money can be saved.
Dog walking - can we make it 6 instead of 7? 7 is too late.
Bylaws
Don't change dogs on beaches to 7pm leave at 5pm
Bylaws
No costs or itemization about enforcing bylaws.
Bylaws
Bylaws
LED billboards - need to be brought under consideration of the residents. Adriana - cigerrette buds street trading license. No official view on this. Support of any council space being smoke free.
Need wayfinding signage for network
Bylaws
Issues of tagging in local parks.
Bylaws
Dogs in area not on leash
Bylaws
Keep the dog inside the house. (Do not let them go on the road not safe for kids)
Bylaws
People who walk with dogs they should tie the dog with them.
Bylaws
Safety for kids (drunk people)
Bylaws
Panuku should be Maori's Council. Why are we paying taxes?
Development Auckland
Development Auckland
Panuku needs to build trust first. There is a lack of schools for our future generation. Panuku needs to
close the loop on the previous consultation held in Pt Chev.
This is a very highly rated area and we have dirty beaches, unkempt streets and drains full of leaves.
DT Local environmental management
This is a very highly rated area and we have dirty beaches, unkempt streets and drains full of leaves.
DT Local environmental management
Kauri dieback has been caused by 1080
Environmental services
Kauri dieback has been healed by kara kias
Environmental services
Why is composting rubbish not encouraged to be done by residents themselves - it is easy to do, why
Environmental services
do council have to do this?
Why is there a fee for installing solar power equipment - as a group we would like to propose that these Environmental services
fees are scrapped
Environmental services
Cannot encourage their children to swim in area. Want to be involved in maintaining the water as a
community.
Small group of people tested the water in Bethells area. Using a home laboratory, have tested a number Environmental services
of areas and found quite high levels of contaminants. Have been writing a report and applying for grants
to support their work. Are being offered council money by council staff to conduct further testing to add
to database and are working with a member of the team (Timothy Hopley - Healthy Waters)
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DC: On empowering communities, how well did the meeting go compared to experience with Cockle Bay
domain? - yes, people who are helping are missing the bigger picture. Has run 3 trials in Cockle Bay
Domain on how to plant without them dying, and queried if they are going to plant with success
JS: Do you feel you need more support from trees dying? - yes
I like that council is taking responsibility for environmental issues
Save the birds and f**k the planet'. There is poison being placed around the island and Kaka are dying.
Saving the birds can not be the catchcry allowing posioning of the planet, and even to the detriment of
other animals. We must be able to save the birds in a better way that does none of the other bad things.

Environmental services

Biosecurity at the wharves. There is an opportunity at the wharves to meet visitors/locals and introduce
the dogs, share information and educate people. This is not happening and it’s a wasted chance.
Education is the key for biosecurity
More recycling bins at community locations eg Parks, town centres, supermarkets
Support the agrichemical weed control - want agreed levels of services. Support environmental
initiatives - want Wahurtui added to this
Air polution - city centre residents - most at risk. Work together with everyone to prioritise change to
provide clean air in the city. Better solution on commercial rubbish colelctions
Green infrastructure looks like in order to help our city become Climate Change Ready and the need to
be investing in these climate change ready infrastructures. Climate change emergency - need to be
more aggressive and innovative. Want WLB a 2 - 3 year partnership with the group to demonstrate what
a climate change city looks like and use Waitemata as a model. Not feeling encouraged with climate
change AKL. Not easy to work and not aggressive enough in this space. Need a contractor to use
environmentally friendly weed control. Better collaborative strategies with local government, central
government and the communities. Climate change ready values and infrastructure that can be
delivered Urban regeneration agriculture
What is the stuation around resourcing within schools (cleaning up beaches/streams/etc)
Planting more trees in Mangere / Otahuhu
Need more than 1 cubic meter for inorganic collections – because usually they have more to be
collected but must wait another year for more collections.
Needs more active cleaning around South Auckland parks – especially graffiti on playground assets
Concerned with the lack of maintenance/cleaning work done in south auckland. It appears that Council
responds to more maintanence call-outs in central parts of auckland as opposed to south auckland.
Council needs to see how often people are spending time in diferent areas cleaning to make sure that
its fair.
Maybe should take Otahuhu-Mangere calls more seriously – spend more time cleaning
Why are places like Epsom being cleaned more regularly.
issues around rubbish/litter
Our recycling and environment, our water,
Waste timber from all the houses that are being built, should be recycled and given to our youths so
they can make something out of it.
What is Council's solution to waste and rubbish which is not recyclable and thatis not collected through
the inorgnic rubbish collection. Because residents arent aware of the options, they dump it illegally.
can the process of organic rubbish collection be promoted to locals through mail and made vert clear in
terms of steps on what number to call and what happens when booking. It is very confusing being given
a reference number etc
Fix the shit floating around in the ocean, so we can swim in water and not other peoples shit
Fix the s**t floating around in the ocean, so we can swim in water and not other peoples s**t
Revoke law/regulation change from several years ago which has lead to the massive reduction in trees
in the Auckland urban area
Follow many of the European Union's rules about which plastics, etc. may be used esp. for packaging
and one-way items.
Just damming rivers kills wildlife - no eels & fish. Where will the new water dam be. I
Water is too expensive...Rubbish fee expensive.
Clean water for houses.
Don't dump rubbish on the streets. There should be more street lights. Vegetables are very expensive.
Don't dump rubbish on the streets.
Rubbish on streets. Some people dump rubbish on the street. House rent is expensive. Houses are less
in numbers. Property rates are very expensive. We can't afford to buy house. Fruits and veges are
expensive also!
Rubbish on streets. Some people dump rubbish on the street.
Lets not have so many highly paid managers. Lets combine the comms team
There is a lack of accountability for council's spending
Growth in the size of council is bad
Examine costs rather than increasing the rates
Greater transparency needed for the council, the CCOs and the fuel tax. I would like to see where my
money is being spent
Business model is failing residents of Auckland. Referendum to stop the embrduent financial
management and review of the super city.
sort out your useless internal spending before
milking us the ratepayers.
Too much tax
The council needs to look at ways of lessening the burdon on the taxpayer by cutting back on their own
wasteful spending, ineffencies, and staffing
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Everything is going up, we need choices.
cheap doctors
We want cheap food, cheap Doctors and cheap School Uniform
Rates for Church Hall held community, now profit groups, such as tai-chi for well-being, must not go up.
E just cover costs, cannot afford hall-hise donation fee increases.
I shudder when council tries to become social engineers
Why increase costs? Make better procurement decisions - stop spending so much on what we don’t
need
Clearly no focus on providing service. All coats are going up and service getting poor. Transport...water
increase...rubbish is a disaster
Representing Ngāti ti ata
Seeking support to implement the Te Ara Hikoi - heritage trails - tohu, signage, trails themselves.
Mahanihani trail at tip of Awhitu Peninsula and diaramas/signage the identify sites along the Waiuku
Trails project are possible focus projects
Presentation attached and submitter also intends to make a written submission - advised to be very
clear in the support they are seeking
Representing Beachlands Community Trust
Seeking support/funding to provide recycling and reuse activities and programmes in Beachlands.
Presentation attached and submitters also intend to make a written submission
Great Barrier Island is setting a good exemplar with it's learning hub
I'm concerned about the status of ECE on the island
Would like support for new enterprises to be a priority for the local board
DoC solar system is going well. Using genny only for 14hrs per month with full housing capacity. Almost
time for them to upgrade batteries.
Board did a great job opposing the coastal dumping (CRL consent). Concerned by marine pollution.
Has been picking up lots of litter off the beach: plastic lids and plastic beads brought by coastal drift.
Concerned for marine life: whales and dolphins.
People have been defouling boats on the shorelines for centuries. Recently I was told to stop. People
can’t afford to go to Auckland to clean their boats so if making it compulsory then there needs to be a
better way for the locals to clean their boats without going all the way to Auckland
Good to see all the protection for the birds at the beaches
Lots of ruru at the Kaitoke wetlands which is wonderful
Subsidise veges being grown on the island which will assist biosecurity and buy local
More people should take water from their roofs. Council could look at subsidising tanks
Wonderfully well taken care of. Delighted to see the board members out as it’s a good way of doing
consultation
Cemetery is an ok proposal
Board do a great job.
Dog exercise parks are required. Rules are becoming tighter for dog owners and the rule is pretty much
on leash everywhere. The five on beach areas for off leash can be difficult with small children and bird
life. And good comms about where dogs can go on walks and tracks so dog owners don’t feel penalised.

Expenditure/debt
Expenditure/debt
Expenditure/debt
Expenditure/debt

Not supportive of the education and research centre project at Glenfern. *A lot of money was spent to
upgrade Orama for Hilary Outdoors already. *The project will not provide local employment. *There will
be lots of infrastructure upgrades to the rest of the community areas (ie, road sealing, more facilities) to
support the project which would change the entire area/village/community and demand change/growth
for a tourism/external need not driven by the community nor for the benefit of the community *keep the
integrity of the sanctuary as a sanctuary
What has happened with the horses and the horse trails? It's in the Local Board Plan but nothing has
happened with them. There is nowhere for horses to go outside of the road corridors. Looked at the
possibility of a trail from Jennys to Rosalie Bay Road but nothing further has been done. Horses are a
part of our heritage and could be a part of our tourism
I would like to see outdoor gym equipment outside Mulberry Grove and Tryphena Hall
Board should focus on the backhaul for the technology. Anisley, Paul, Kit and himself are doing micro
fixes for individuals which is working but it’s the backhaul that the board can advocacy and assist with
Protect the island and its people. The people of the island should direct its future not external people
driven by tourism & growth
I'm supportive of the projects that council has taken on
The roads and walkways are in good condition. We weren't expecting much but there is really good
infrastructure here
Medlands smells like a sewer. Can this not be cleared out?
We are quite lucky here really (in respect to rates, council, life, everything in general)
Sealink prices and services are terrible. There was no freight on the boat for 12 days over xmas (due to
taking passengers over freight loads) which severely impacted the businesses
Sealink is a monopoly and it's bad. Central or local government must be able to step in and stop this
monopoly or hold them accountable in some way. As they are involved in fuel and freight for
businesses. The freight cost for the last shipment of chicken feed was half the cost of the shipment. Not
sure if subsidies are the answer but there has to be something?
Opposed to the CRL dumping
We have shared roads with cyclists, walkers, horses and cars and speed limits need to be looked at
before someone gets hurt
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Our attitude needs to change where road users look out for horses and stock (and other animals) on the GB Other comment
roads rather than people trying to set up rules and signs to keep animals out. Stop trying to change the
Barrier to be more like Auckland with all these rules. Barrier should stay a place of nature with animals
being allowed everywhere and people making allowances for that. 'Don't change/lose Barrier'
We are excluding animals as there is nowhere to take the dogs. No dog areas like in Auckland. Pushing
them off the beaches but no other options. It's becoming anti-dog on the island at the moment
All things are insignificant in the face of Christchurch. We are not looking after our people very well
Top marks to the local board
There is a blocked drain on corner of Rosalie Bay Road on left coming into Shoal Bay Road outside the
school house.
Medlands swamp stinks
Census was a disaster so how can anyone plan going forward
Barrier is a happy place at the moment in general. Hearing happy things from the community with lots of
little businesses starting up
Opposed to the CRL dumping
The smell at Medlands is bad. Bad for tourism and bad for the island
It's all quiet at the moment so the local board must be doing well
No signage. Too much signage - there must be a better way of getting the messages across than more
and more signs that ruin the outlook
There is no parking available at the Claris airport and this needs to be fixed. I needed to fly out for the
weekend and there was nowhere to park. I suspect that the longterm parking maybe be filled with bach
owners vehicles. We either need more parks created or the current system needs to be enforced.
Maybe a sign-in book or some way of monitoring to mitigate the issue
Opposed to the CRL dumping
Opposed to the CRL dumping
It’s a concern about concessions going to off island businesses. We recently applied for a DoC
concession for the Sky walks and we were one on-island concession application to ten off-island
concession applicationsthat were granted. Benny is subcontracting to these other businesses for their
walks but these off island businesses are 'getting the cream'
Opposed to the CRL dumping and marine pests/pollution
Communication. We send things in but it takes ages or we may never get a reply!
General unhappiness with state of Auckland: governance pollution, lack of green spaces, housing
standards, public transport, Auckland airport
Council listens, but don't act on requests of people
40% uptake in next election of voters - no mention of how this is going to be achieved.
Lets change, innovate and collaborate and fix what we can while we can.
JS: In terms of getting support groups off the ground? What are the most important components? funding is not the issue, talking is the first thing, wants to put in a plan, they don't put out plans because
of the hazards associated with it.
DC: Referring to plan and vision, how do you feel, what is your view on pestival? - Already has a
collaboration, unsuccessful.
Best practice papers from council is not enforceable
Not happy with the annual budget consultation document - doesn’t read easy for the public. Consultation
documents are really poor. No options presented. More detailed questions about waterways than there
are on the annual budget. Really difficult to navigate through the website.
Lack of detail in the consultation document - no information to be absorbed.
The decision making process - consultation process is poor. Consultation needs to be thought about it a
different way. Talk-stop-talk-stop. Should be doing better.
What you would expect from communities and how would they be included in making a difference
Auckland Council submission process should be made easier/more straight forward
How much are you going to take on board when it comes to the decision making
Auckland Council always say feedback is about numbers but that is a western democratic approach
which perpetuates colonial processes and Eurocentric power and disenfranchises Tangata Whenua.
Auckland Council needs to change the way it engages and collects feedback!
Particpants from Mangere wished that the Fono could have been hosted in areas more accessible to
members of the community, especially in areas that are being largely affecting by water and waste
issues such as Mangere and Otara.
The Fono wasnt well advertised. Participant also asked whether or not a notice had been sent out to
schools and churches etc.
Disscussions like this or the meetings like this should be implemented in primarys / high schools. The
younger voices need to be heard
Prevention might be more effective if young people were more informed – we need to include them in
initiatives and allow more of an input from younger age groups.
Recommend:
Funding for community development projects
Advocate for more regional funding from 3Waters targeted rate
Advocate and facilitate partnerships between Local Board, business and Corrections for waterway
restoration (ie Savill Drive Toll /Simms Pacific Metal properties) both discharging to the local catchment
for many years, with no maintenance of downstream environment
Crooks the lot of you. Cut down on staff - there's your money right there
More subsidises for Barrier
Whangaparaoa (child) - would love to see more arts. . Mini Golf in the area?
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More activities like estuary arts open day needed. Love it!
Love movies in the parks - would like one at Ridge Park please
Love local events especially good beyond Browns Bay
Heard about this event through FB - and need LB asking other groups and BIDS/business association to
tag HBLB FB pages to promote
really like Kite Day, would like to have another event here
LBRA - really like kite day. Would like to have another event here
Love movies in the parks - would like one in the Ridge park please
Love local events especially good beyond Browns Bay
Hard to find rooms to use in Orewa, there are not enough community facilities
There is a sense of community in H&B. Well connected
U3A groups need free meeting spaces. Link to Utube U3A clip.
Housing for the elderly near the marae. Supported by the community - talk to Julia
Parks and Reserve, we like what you are doing at D'Oyly reserve
We would like a community composting ??
Beachwood Subdivision - Water retention ponds need checking. Full of weeds - (will talk to Frank in
HW)
Have an easement, have not been maintaining the SW pond, lots of weeds
Kids would like to see a campaign for no plastic
Hatfields - Creek has dead fish and rubbish
Wild ginger on the southern side of Moffat Road.
Would like wheelie bins for waste (residential)
x3 - Heard about this through FB - and need asking other groups and BIDs / Bus Areas to tag HBLB FB
page to promote
Better signage on Te Ara Tahuna, Orewa Estuary Walkway - this is a great asset, and would like to see
it extended through Millwater
At the Orewa Bridge, we would like a bigger and higher platform and the rocks removed. This will stop
people jumping off the bridge hand rail which is dangerous. Also a water slide there would be great too.
Public pool (would like a)
[Need] a Cycle trail along the Weiti River
Orewa Skate Park needs another rail
Stanmore Bay Leisure Centre is a great facility and their water safety programme is fantastic
Hatfields - Just asked if there was going to be a new playground, maybe some comms might be helpful
to the local community
Alice Eaves, Orewa - Hatfields. Be great to have the children do a walk (walking school). Do we have
plans for this/better links
Any plans for a general leisure centre in Orewa, limited options in Stanmore Bay/ Northern Arena
The estuary walkway has a lot of detours at the moment but limited signage - need to talk to OPS and
Auckland Transport
Long Bay - Maintenance of the planting - this is on CF's radar. * Complaints about the cell phone tower.
Murrays Bay - corner of Beach Road/Lyons near the beach planting needs attention and gardens need
maintaining
Trees washing down the Estuary - causing concern, maybe from developments up the estuary?
Walkway maintenance and adjoining parks/reserves not being kept up to standard. Some residents are
dumping their garden rubbish along the walkway side of their properties.
Lucky we have great playgrounds and walking tracks. Great family community groups. Golden Circle
(Halloween) - be great to get some LB funding - Julia has suggested New World sponsorship
Fenced playgrounds needed to help with all abilities.
Sealy Reserve (Torbay) what are the development plans for it?
Love the playground area would like more fenced playgrounds
More Cycling Tracks - That Children can use Leave some of footpaths for cyclist
Sppa sun shades over playgrounds. More fenced playgrounds please
You're all mugs, promising the world and only over charging for lack of services to Auckland
PC - efforts for homelessness. Adam - Support creating of a night shelter. Support $5m for mission
homeground
Support efforts to combate homelessness.
Mangere needs homeless shelter. What is council doing to help our homeless people. We give them
food and clothes, but the community shouldn’t be doing this all the time. What ownership can council
take!
Homelessness and unemployment are increasing in our local area. What can offer as long terms
solution. Can we invite different agencies to come together and talk about these issues and make some
suggestions
Too much car parking in the street. Many homeless walking around my house. We need more
Policemen for safety streets.
Many homeless walking around my house. We need more Policemen for safety streets.
Housing/Rental prices need to come down. This would be a long term project and will take some time to
plan for.
not enough people on the ground at a council level, not enough people aware of cumulative effects of
infill housing, limited aware of regulation
Auckland Council and developers acknowledge the valuable role of mana whenua in providing input and
design solutions in consents e.g. Te Auaunga Oakley Creek is an exemplar of achieving multiple
outcomes including flooding, conservation and social employment outcomes.
Cumulative effects - infil housing
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More State Houses (Housing NZ)
Recently experiencing increase in crime especially in Highland Park. Have set up more neighborhood
meeting, experiencing lack of funds. Seeking funding for neighborhood watch. Targeting for more street
parties.
Discussed preservation of the chenier plains
Would like the preservation of the Chenier Plains, after unitary plan, assurance was given that this
would be preserved. This hasn't happened.
Would like assurance that chenier plains would not be used as a base for maintenance work in the park

Housing
HW Local community services

HW Local environmental management
HW Local environmental management
HW Local environmental management

Appreciated the support from the board.
HW Local governance & support
DC: this is the hearing for annual plan budget. Board will take this on board directed to apply for a grant. HW Local governance & support
Advocating to fund general funding.
Referred back to submission form, enquired who was paying for all of this and friend had LGOIMA'd this
and on what council has spent on unelected iwi advice between 2012 and 2018, $13m. CCO's 20132016 averaging $3.5m per year. - concluded $16m of council budget has gone paying un-elected iwi
advice for water. As a member of the public, the board needs to do something about this.
BW: Queried accuracy of amounts. - response: figures are correct.
DC: When government set up council structure, set up maori statutory board, unsure if this can be
changed. Are you aware that it will take an active government to change, this is not a local matter response: you are the local face of council and required to act.
Near Lynn Reserve a slip has dropped rubbish into the water
Ensure there is equity across the local boards over time for spend.
Renewals: you’re from the south, what about transport – 108m to 184m into the transport building, yet
renewals budget reduced ----Lucie - not surprised, green in gutters, saddens that budgets cut in those
areas all Southern counterparts paying additional rates for storm-water, should not be a poor cousin
3.
Financial contribution to the build of wharekai
Questions: no questions, a lot of support for the shared effort, 30 year plan down to 10 year plan due to
Aucklanders investment with targeted rates, so that’s great start.
Handover governance of everything to do with water to iwi.
KB: The central government obligation to the treaty of waitangi is part of obligation - response in the
treaty of waitangi, there is zero to do with partnership and co-governance.
JS: From the research presented, are you aware the recommendations mana whenua, are you unhappy
with the outcomes from that? - response: at odds with giving one particular minority group this much
power, feels this is racist.
Roles and responsibilities of ma ta waka?
Auckland Council should be more engaging with ma ta waka
How do you improve Maori participation given that it's quite low
How do you involve our Rangitahi
Who owns the water? Mana whenua or Council?
Mauri o te wai
Sorry whanau how can we ensure the korero from our kaumatua is being heard and actioned
Moe mai ra e te kuia
No wai aua kupu
Mauriora
Ngati Te Ata rangatira Riki Minhinick ki roto I te whare
I get mana whenua and their interests in water in Tamaki Makaurau but what do you want from urban.
Maori Auckland council
So what does engagement with Maori look like?
How can we ensure the more or from our elders are being heard and actioned by the council
So they need Maori to do what
Sorry whanau how can we ensure the korero from our kaumatua is being heard and actioned
Hands up in the audience how many here say Auckland Council could do more/ be better with engaging
with Maori and/or mataawaka? #7
We have a moral right to our tipuna, we need to be careful of what we say we want.
We need to be braver at looking after our whenua
One of the participants asked whether or not council support tangata whenua in Ihumatao. Council
representative responded that they have always advised against buildling on Ihumatao land.
More youth programmes like free art classes, free IT design courses, free dance classes, free music
classes - provide instruments as well
Free dance classes for youth at risk, so they can embrace their emotions and find a way to express their
feelings. There are dance groups all across south auckland, we only need to suggest partnerships and
help with funding.
There needs to be more activities for young people in Mangere, esp. after school and during weekends.
Motivational programmes, things which are new to our kids, such as e-gaming, IT stuff, Maths,
interactive diverse programmes. The STEM programme at the art centre was a great initiative.
Can there be more night activities? Like more night sports, or music, or fun activities for young people or
free night classes.
free community class run here on recycling - in dfferent languages. Also can you share the type of
rubbish we should recycle and how. Maybe do a poster and put it on the walls at the town centre and
library
Local Tourism needs to be revamped for Mangere. We are the gateway for the international community
to visit NZ and yet, such little investment is made in Mangere. We would like to see better facilities near
our mountains, we would like to see more signages promoting our local culture and history.
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KT Local environmental management
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The O.Stone fields should be protected as a cultural hertigage and promoted for tourism, not used for
housing
When connecting with Council, can there be a local person that we can talk to about our issues, rather
then a customer services centre. These people don’t know about our area, or our people. It is often
difficult to follow up too
We would like to see programme for young parents - mum and Dad's in our local area. They are often
faced with mental health issues. How can local board assist them and their wellbeing
Can we have free gym passes for senior citizens please. Can this be linked to our gold card? Maybe 4
times a month, we can go to a gym and use the machine or spa
we don’t get art displays in our town centre and Otahuhu is full of artists. Is there a way to promote our
local talent
thank you for building a good bus station for us
how can bus fare be made affordable? Its very expensive to use public transport
we need a multipurpose building to replace the Mangere East Community Centre. At the moment there
are youths, adults, diverse groups using the rooms for english classes, art and craft lessons, for
community gatherings and hui, fono etc. This building is very old and parts of it is falling part. We would
like to advocate for an upgrade of the building.
The Mangere East Community Centre needs to reflect the needs of their population. We need a
multipurpose building which provides a gym, community café, childcare facilties as well as rooms for
community hire and use.
Mangere Town centre needs more bins and different types of bins - for recycling, for bottles and for
vegetable rubbish, which is piled by the shops here.
One's a year, there should be a free rubbish day, where rate payers don’t have to put their tags on the
bins. That’s a way council should reward rate payers
Can council send us information about inorganic rubbish collection in our letter boxes, with easy to read
information about how to book for a collection. There is such a ling wait when we call the council
number.
Can the local board organise 4 times per year, local clean up day. Give people T-shirts promoting
environment clean up as their reward to participating, choose 4 local locations - could be our stream,
creek or park, or Mangere bridge beach! Put some funding behind it and do community awareness on
environment. This is how we look after our surroundings and sea. The young people will also get to
learn.
There isnt much done in our area in schools and at work places promoting recycle of waste. It would be
good to have posters in different languages, with our local people in it, promoting waste minimisation
and recycling.
We need more bins in public places, esp along Mangere Brdige seaside. With clear signs not to put dog
pooh in it.
we need more options on what to do with recycling. How can we make products using waste. Can there
be some classes on this, esp for seniors who don’t have much to do. We can make things and sell them
at Mangere Market.
Train some locals and have waste champions! People who can go to church and talk about our
environment and waste and how as a whanu we can reduce it. The champions should be locals, who
speak our language and should be paid!
more rubbish bins in Mangere town centre please, esp around the bus station
There should be free sports sessions for youths- starting from 7 years plus to 18 years for young
people. Most often we have to pay for soccer, touch and rugby classes. These are not affordable to
families in south. Local board should work on long term sports plan for this age group, so they can
participate more. The out and about programme is not advertised widely as well. it doesnt reach the
groups who need to access free sports programmes. use the churches, community centres, leisure
centres to promote these opporunited.
Can we have more swimming pools for our Tamariki's, esp during summer, when the local pools are
over crowded. During summer, can we more water programmes for young people as well, so they can
keep out of trouble.
Our sports clubs arent up to standard when compared to the rest of Auckland. Local board parks
investement should go to upgrading our sports facilties and equipment.
Mangere needs an artifical turf for sports. There is none at the moment.
Support should be offered to local schools during the beginning of the year for families who cannot
afford to purchase stationary, school bag and food. Maybe the board can have a fund, which schools
can apply for this purpose. Or have scholarships opening for primary and high school students for small
amounts, so they can buy books and bags and school shoes. or give them vouchers.
can you please promote healthy eating in Mangere. We do zumba here and the fried chicken place is
right next to us. We need a healthy food place here.
What can the council do on all the youth fighting in Mangere. Can we have some sort of plan for these
young people. Can there be a working group looking after this matter with police?
More fundraising for our kangatahi!!
Manurewa hasn't got a museum
No more plastic on the beach (boy age 9)
Agree (no more plastic on the beach) - need education on this issue
Never throw rubbish around Weymouth Leaver Place Park
Never throw rubbish on the floor
Te matariki more books
Supports the local board on their initiative with the pool usage and fees – especially for wellbeing use.
Supports the local board on their initiative with the swimming pool usage and fees – especially for
wellbeing use.
Like games in local parks
Set mini games on weekends
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Dog park - dog poo bins
New parks for kids! More parking! More fitness areas eg: pools, gyms (cheap!)
Clean tagging from parks
Manurewa pools to be free for its residents like Otara and Mangare
Keep supporting events like Manurewa fun run
Please don't schedule fun events on the same day as Round the Bays
Plumed gas down Weymouth
Senior Programme: Intergenerational celebrations & interactions, more recreational activities and
personal safety empowerment.
We need to support the growth of the Otara & Papatoetoe Markets, so our locals can get opportunity to
earn income
The Koha Dinners are a great example of communities coming together and helping those in need. Can
the board support such initiatives
The food street pantry is such a great community lead initiative. Can the local board support this long
term?
Can there be community days, with focus on Mental Health, Youths, Safety, Heritage etc. We can
celebrate and learn about each service and issue
Can we have a museum of Arts in our local area? There are so many talented artists coming from South
Auckland, yet in our area, we don’t have a place where their art work is displayed for tourists to come
and see
Swimming programmes for youths, more competition, encouraging our youths to take on water sports
Funding for community centre venue hire should be made affordable. Most community groups are run
and managed by volunteers and there should be further discount or incentives for seniors to use
community venues.
the seniors caring groups wants to give back to the local community. How can they work with the local
board or council to help the homeless. Can connections be made to the group needing help?
Coordinated policy for seniors in the Southside
what programmes and initiatives be put in place to Enhance People interaction beyond family
Can there be cover for the seats at Burnside Park as no one can use them due to bird droppings. Also,
can the toilets be reopened for public use?
The wider local community needs cheaper and more affordable accessibility to the community centres.
The discounted rates are still quite expensive. We are paying rates and on top of that, paying for the
use of community centres.
Safety camera and lights required at Puhinui railway station
Increase Enviro School uptake, promote the message of waste minimisation through schools and young
people
Waste Minimisation classes in different languages, esp chinese, tongan and samoan. These should be
delivered at community centres, which is easily accessible to communties.
The Town centre needs different types of recycle bins. This will ensure that rubbish is disposed and
collected in a proper way and that locals are also educated at the same time about waste and recycling
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Support for sustainability initiatives such as Enviroschools, Gardens in schools, Pap Project
Illegal rubbish dumping should be punished.
Enviro schools project needs to be promoted widely and supported by the wider community
Can 'My river' app be promoted for wider youth use in the local area - the group is open for partnerships
with local board and community groups
More local employment opportunities for young people. Working in partnership with local providers and
businesses to promote this initiative
Involve School kids/young people in co designing/co planning ---Local Board Plan
Youth to help identify solutions. Request for council to work more closely with community groups and
youth networks.
What control does the local board has on ban on drugs and access to illicit drugs. Can youths be
banned from entering the town centre from 10pm to 4am
As a local board funding should be targeted towards young children. Recognise that there is a huge
number of ECE in OPLB and the support they need to grow
The local board should reduce their funding for events through community grants and have diversity
events funding - which targets the demographics of of the local area. For example, funding for Vaisakhi,
Korean new year, refugee community celebrations etc.
With the local board community grants, more importance should be placed on seniors and celebrating
their importance through international day of the older persons. Groups can be given funding and large
celebrations should be organised for older people to share their stories, histories and achievements.
Small business in the local area needs capacity building and help with legal aid (advice and guidance)
as well as with advocating on local issues
Can there be posters in different languages around the town centres about recycling
community projects need a long term funding approach for it to be effective. Usually council gives very
short terms small amounts of funds. These are good for events only and not if you want to make a long
term impact for e.g., youths and unemployment, seniors and recreational activities, celebrating diversity
by offering other groups to experience each others cultures.
how can the Council help Increase profile of Community groups? Can there be more community
networking opportunities. Can community groups be invited to bigger council events to participate and
profile themselves?
We should continue to reduce number of bottle stores
more free programmes for youths e.g. at Tupu Library
Parks - Field upgrade - Priority: ETRFC, Pap- Kolmar and Ngati Otara
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The above fields are used regular and frequently, however the quality of the fields, doesn’t reflect the
need of users. For example, Sir Barry Carts park
James Watson Park: There are issues in arranging lighting. Clubs using the park often find it difficult to
work with Watson Park staff around arranging for lights, often asked to pay for lights. - This should be
free!
as a local board funding should be targeted towards young children. Recognise that there is a huge
number of ECE in OPLB and the support they need to grow
we need more and better sports facilities in our local area for multi use.
Ramsey Street & Kenderdine Road need attention while More trees on Hamilton road—Papatoetoe
used to be Garden city, maybe we can rebrand it like that again? With more community gardens
Moth plant - staff from council don't manage it, don't seem to notice it
Moth plant is a huge problem and needs to be taken seriously
Moth plant problems are only going to get worse
Kohimarama Forest should be on the priority list for NETR spend
It's very important not to localise Churchill Park - it's regionally important
Churchill Park is a large park and needs more regional significance
Group is having a positive experience working with Council
It's important that everyone works together
Environmental spotlight should go on Ōrākei, lots of passionate volunteers means there's likely to be a
good rate of return on investment in the area
Noticeable drop in retail spending, businesses are struggling.
School growing by 300-400 in next few years.
Multiple schools in Remuera area, huge schools, parents deliver their children by car which causes its
own problems.
Nothing seems to happen despite multiple submissions
Council staff need to be more efficient. Not the Barrier council staff they are wonderful but the ones in
town
Suburb continuing to intensify - development still happening, lots of apartments.
Concerned about 5G networks and impact on health - wondering what is Council's role in protecting
homeowners and residents.
Council Plans don't fit - things aren't lined up. Boards put in there own plans. Doesn't work. Failure community engagement. Community empowerment doesn't work.
Funding agency will not give the trust anything unless they have a lease. Going West have a capital
amount they can put towards the house to make necessary upgrades but cannot use it until they have a
lease. Asking for a lease, don't mind it being in the condition it already is. Is willing to raise captial to
improve the conditions to be viable for a writers residency.
Agreed that they would like to see current system improved, if the proposal isn't adopted there is still
changes and improvements that need to be made
Very happy at the moment as recently have had our rates issue sorted
Recent property valuation was not consistent and a complaint was made. Council had accessed their
rates as a desktop exercise and was incorrect. An assessment was done in person - never went to his
house but looked at the surrounding places and then a correction was made
Don't take any notice of how the rates are spent regionally but feel like the local board consider and
spend rates wisely on the island
The Have Your Say booklet talks about a 2.5% rates increase. Does this include inflating house
valuations for council rates purposes? It would appear that I am due a revaluation next year. Between
the last two valuations (2014 and 2017) the council doubled their "value" of my house.
Rates levels have been ok
Rates are great
Green space around St Mathews - Federal street extension - is not being proceeded due to council
funding. Would like this to be considered for future funding options.
it was not clear who would pay for the implementation of the development plan that council put together
But St Mathews would not be able to pay for it.

OP Local parks, sport & recreation

Get gst out of rates bill.
its a crock of s**t that if your house is worth more (usually because you work harder than others) that
you pay more rates - it should be size related. Just because you work harder than some shouldn't mean
you pay more.
Council must find other ways of saving significant amounts of money other than just taxing rate payers
all the time.
Blenheim had a mini walkway like a roadway that kids could practice their road safety, be great to have
something similar
Need a Barrier Uber. Busy time during January and had to turn business away (usually focusses on
Boaties business). Not public transport but a Barrier sort of Uber. Norm has become a sort of taxi depot
and some more thought is needed about organising the transport needs - maybe a couple of Norm's in
Okiwi and Claris for a Barrier Uber.
Backed up the need for a Barrier uber. In peak times it just a little too busy for the normal shuttle
services. People aren’t pre-booking transport. Public transport isn’t the answer but better short-term
options for short trips
It's Barrier - why do visitors have to have it all so easy? We are not Waiheke (in relation to the Barrier

Uber conversation)
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The transport plan puts a low priority- make that no priority on leisure travel in cars. Two Sundays ago, Other transport comments
driving back from the Far North, I got stuck in multiple traffic jams including one on the northern
motorway. Last weekend it was the usual jams on the southern motorway going to Pukekohe and back,
which will not improve when the pathetic improvements eventually are completed. Vast amounts of
money are apportioned for think big head projects like the Magic Roundabout (CRL), using the
economic productivity excuse, but how can we have a liveable city if the roads are jammed seven days
a week? The 10 year plan shows actual capacity and population growth improvements getting a paltry
share of the money compared to narrow focus projects. Many of the people immigrating to New Zealand
consider cars a status symbol and own multiple per family. And they will use them extensively all week
to show off their status. Streets are filling with parked cars because the council is allowing subdivisions
where there is no off-street parking. Can the council please explain the disconnect between reality and
their plans
Transport - ferry situation in town. Set up transport groups but stops at Matiatia. One good come back if Other transport comments
police want to cut speed more double deckers. AT decisions affect Matiatia. Consult with public again.
Transport system is a farce. More people are concerned about Transport as a whole than anything else
e.g. state of the Hauraki Gulf
AT digging up Quay Street - Devonport ferries arriving at Auckland. No new ferry berths - replacing
existing, need a further 6. Fullers say too much traffic going in there. Carparking is shocking - meters on
main road. Money comes in for this - pile of money which should be come back to the island. Look at
whole transport management. Trying to deal with it via downtown reconfiguration. Freight - AT said not
their problem which is appalling. Belgium Street - parking spaces not installed for business or public
buildings. Onetangi beach parking is horrendous.
Poor relationships with Auckland Transport. Access for everyone - paedstrians to be the top priority
Auckland Transport are reactive only.
Free Hop Cards for youths, so they can travel to sports classes
Believes that rates should cover cheaper parking costs around Auckland, and even public transport for
their children.
Need and update/ spokesman for public transport news / updates - changes to the networks routes /
implemetation for impact in the areas etc
Would like a ferry service & at Browns Bay
Turning onto East Coast Rd from Glenvar rd is a nightmare - very unsafe.
No 63 School bus frequently runs late. Also it takes 40 mins from Northcross to Torbay primary. Too
long
We need more driving licence instructor specially mums from overseas. It will be really helpful for them
to be indepndent
lack of park and ride facilities commuter parking is an issue - all day parking
no monitoring of illegal parking around the Remuera / Clonbern area
What's happening with the Clonbern Road carpark? Not enough carparking, so people aren't going there
to shop.
Issue of commuter parking filling up all the streets, making it difficult for residents and people who want
casual parking.
Commuter parking generally an issue for Remuera.
A real lack of short term parking, lack of enforcement in Remuera.
Same parking issues in Parnell as Remuera, but they focus on how to change the mindset of visitors.
Parking in Newmarket park
Paid parking for Albany pool casual users isn't fair
Albany Village parking is lacking
Parking at the farm currently as the Claris airport parking is extremely packed up. Have no complaints
about parking at the Sandersons as its reasonable and easy but just questioning if the board will be
making any changes to the carparking area to provide more availability
Rentals cars are a problem at the airport and at FitzRoy. Angle parking maybe the solution at FitzRoy.
Improve parking at Takanini Train Station
Resident parking zone - frustration.
Can the local board work with AT and create cycle parking in the local town area. We are encouraged to
cycle but there is no parking facility
Would like more events in Karaka Lakes
Support The Corner please
Hawkins Theatre well used. I like the contrast of movies and live theatre and the new seats
Safer communities and (more opportunities) for communities to come together
Parks in South Auckland aren't up to quality standard
Better and safer playgrounds
Bottletop bay - make the area more user friendly and more seats
I love the skatepark but needs more evening lighting so can use after work
A lot of young people in Papakura - need to look after our youth - Smiths Ave
Support for security guards at train station
Concern over double-decker consultation, things they weren't asked about.
Feedback on the new bus network - not happy with the new network Affordable, efficient public transport a priority.
Would like drawing out of transport projects on a map to see where things are happening.
AT need better communication to commuters about re-routing during events.
General unhappiness with state of Auckland: governance pollution, lack of green spaces, housing
standards, public transport, Auckland airport
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Why aren't train stations across Auckland doing multi storey park and rides!
All coats are going up and service getting poor. Transport
The current chairman campaigned vigorously promising to assist commuters. The Board has sat
by and watched commuters expenses rise by up to $1500 per year in some cases. The Board did
not support local accommodation providers in their bid to repeal the increase in rates for
accommodation providers. There has been little done to improve ammenities and roads on the
island
Free practice licence lesson for resticted to full licences
No motorbikes in parks (it's behind my house)
For Safety so many cars in streets roads, parks. It can be dangerous for other cars who drive way this
street so must be do something on street park on roads.
Car parking areas
Not safe on the road for the children be safe from some people
learning driving programme in Ethic Language ( Arabic)
Silverdale Park and Ride needs to be bigger
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Public transport infrastructure existing
The Hibiscus Coast bus station has been sitting half finished for 3 months now and I am told it is not due Public transport infrastructure to be finished until well into mid winter. In the meantime all the people who use this station have to get
existing
soaked to the skin waiting for buses because there is no adequate cover. GET YOURSELVES
ORGANISED AND GET THIS BUS STATION FINISHED NOW.
More express buses to city
Public transport infrastructure - new
Nothing mentioned in plan about Howick, no infrastructure…why?
Public transport infrastructure - new
Dominion Road light rail project is a waste of time and heavy rail would be a better option.
Public transport infrastructure - new
General concern over double-decker buses, especially 75.
Public transport services - existing
Connectivity of bus routes - needs to serve the community a lot better than what is currently available
Public transport services - existing
Disability guide dogs need to be allowed in train stations
Public transport services - existing
Bus network not helpful needs to be improved.
Public transport services - existing
Park and Ride at Albany Maill isn't working (not enough parks)
Public transport services - existing
Ferry to Tiritiri once a month from GH at an affordable cost (costs same as fare from Auckland to Tiri). Public transport services - existing
The island would be lost without its plane and ferry service
Public transport services - existing
Better (improve) network of trains to city
Public transport services - existing
Public transport services - existing
No 63. school bus frequently runs late. Also it takes 40 mins from Northcross to Torbay Primary - too
long
Public transport remains inaccessible, expensive and inconvenient especially when the weather is
Public transport services - existing
inclement.
Public transport remains inaccessible, expensive and inconvenient especially when the weather is
Public transport services - existing
inclement.
Focus on improving public transport and the facilities for this, and traffic congestion plans for coping with Public transport services - existing
the burgeoning number of houses now being build in the Orewa, Millwater, Wainui, Silverdale and
Milldale areas.
AT - need better comms to commutes about re-routing during events.
Public transport services - existing
Trains to Helensville
Public transport services - new
Trains to Helensville via Huapai
Public transport services - new
Would like a ferry service at Browns Bay
Public transport services - new
We need a Bus service near Kolmar Road
Public transport services - new
Do not support waste management charge
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Q1 Annual waste management
Support but only if we are exploring waste management disposal in NZ. Lets not send our crap to
changes
developing countires
Norway/Sweden importing waste have such a good system
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Fair enough - its reasonable
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Q1 Annual waste management
Waste Management - Do not agree with increase - should decrease and put the service back into
changes
community.
Support the increase in waste management charges
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Waste charges going up
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Agree due to issues with infrastructure
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
you bastards know how to charge and do f all. sort out your useless internal spending before milking us Q1 Annual waste management
changes
the ratepayers.
I am opposed to having to pay more for less. An increased waste management charge is unacceptable Q1 Annual waste management
at this point in time and regulatory fees are already extremely high. Please find another way to cover
changes
your costs / decrease costs as simply putting a greater burden on rate payers should be a last resort.
What have you done to decrease costs and work efficiently? What other options have you explored to
keep costs down?
a $20.67 increase to the annual waste management charge to cover increased costs - Disagree
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
An increased waste management charge is unacceptable at this point in time
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
residential rubbish collection (incl recycling) is a core service and should be paid out of the basic rates, Q1 Annual waste management
changes
not charged separately. Commercial operations should be charged on "user-pays" basis.
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Unreasonable. The Council should increase revenue from sources other than rates.

Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Disagree with the increase in fee
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Any commercial aspect of property being used by a religious organization should be taxed. Support the Q1 Annual waste management
changes
increase to waste management.
Support the increase to waste management.
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Ok if service is also increasing
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
Agree if cost includes rental prop owners
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
People aren't happy with the price of annual waste now. An increase won't work.
Q1 Annual waste management
changes
No targeted rates for food scraps
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
This should be a user pays service onlyComposters should not be penalised
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Support the food scraps trial
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
This shouldn’t be a blanket fee. User pays. Those who compost are being penalised
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
It will encourage people not to take responsibility for their waste and not to have compost - this is a very Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
bad move
People should be able to opt out when composting
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Food scraps - already trialled on Waiheke for 1 year. A grant was issued to a community group and it
only lasted a year.
Keen for the food waste initiative to be rolled off
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Yes to extending the food scraps targeted rate to 2,000 properties in the North Shore former trial area to Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
who the service is available
Want - yellow bin/ red bin. China not seeing food scrap service
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
We should encourage our people to compost. Community needs to learn how this works which
community gardens they can go to to take compost.
extending the food scraps targeted rate to 2,000 properties in the former North Shore trial area to whom Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
the service is available is ok as long as you only have to pay for it if you use it (and not included in
rates)
I am against this plan. I never used your “service” for the food scraps kerbside service.
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
It is not hygienic to have all the food scraps in those kerbs.
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Food Scraps collection waste of time and money. I shouldn't have to pay extra in my rates bill to
collect this, then before you know it, we will be charged separate for this charge.
Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
Food Scraps collection waste of time and money. I shouldn't have to pay extra in my rates bill to
collect this, then before you know it, we will be charged separate for this charge.
extending the food scraps targeted rate to 2,000 properties in the former North Shore trial area to whom Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
the service is available is ok as long as you only have to pay for it if you use it (and not included in
rates)
I am against this plan. I never used your “service” for the food scraps kerbside service. It is not hygienic Q1 Food scraps targeted rate
to have all the food scraps in those kerbs.
extending the food scraps program is OK
Agree
Charge food scraps targeted rate to users only
Disagree with the increase in fee
Yes to Food Scraps service
Indicates more money for council, and councillors parks, and treaty of waitangi claims
Awesome idea
Good idea
Overall, looks good but lacking substance.
The rates increase is bad
The share value of property determines the rate
I support all that the council proposes
Support the contribution and the outcome that this plan is trying to create with the Auckland prosperity
and opportunities.
Need a more simplified approcach in explaining the rates proposal - increase and how ordinary people
understand them
Should be optional to participate
Crooks the lot of you. Cut down on staff - there's your money right there
I'm alright with these changes.
Too much tax
Ok with increase. But why we still pay gst...tax on tax
We don't agree to increase rates
Increases are only a sign of how inefficient the council is. Do not increase costs, get a proper job
Increases are only a sign of how inefficient the council is. Do not increase costs, get a proper job
Ok with increase. But why we still pay gst...tax on tax
I think they are all stupid
I'm alright with these changes.
Generally agree
Support the above changes.
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Q1 General
Q1 General
Q1 General
Q1 General
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Q1 General
Q1 General
Q1 General
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Agree with the change
Generally agree
Agree
Agree the changes stated on the left
Agree
Disagree
Only user pays.
I endorse the council's options
Community needs to be educated first for all these issues.
No more charges.
Going through the budget, have read 48 pages and the figures outlined in the report are good but lacks
substance and unclear how this will be rolled out. They have initiatives, but how are these going to be
delivered.
Community initiatives should be looked at as solutions rather than charging more.
Why spend millions on waste water when the man and shovel clearing the drains regularly meant the
streets and drains did not get clogged. Start at basics, not the expensive reticulation.
You need to be charging rates factor fairly to ALL and everyone. It has to be inclusive do not exclude.
Regardless of their status or situation.
If increasing rates please provide e.g. worm farm for each household for each community that would be
suitable for collecting annual household food waste. 2) And also provide water tanks to be installed
under ground to collect rain water to be used for toilets.
you b*****ds know how to charge and do f all. sort out your useless internal spending before
milking us the ratepayers.
The changes should be presented with more details. This seems to be too abstract for me.
Do not support increasing regulatory fees
Support incresing regulatory fees
Support increasing reg fees but not if it will delay further our need for more houses
Support only if a better (quicker, more consistent knowledgable) service can be provided
Already too much. Just encourages DIY
Fees and charges - whole thing is bureacractic overcharge.
Applicant should carry costs
Would there be any concession?
Sometimes it has to be done to speed up process
Instead of putting up Resource consent fees Council should streamline operations and become more
efficient
Yes to an increase to some regulatory fees to cover increased costs
Permits and resource consents are too expensive.
Do not support increased fees. We nee more houses to be built. We need overseas visitors.
Do not support - it already costs too much
Status quo for vessels in excess of 40m anchorage / dynamic positioning. The amount of these vessels
owners pay in other areas (food/travel/wages etc) outweighs revenue.
an increase to some regulatory fees (such as resource consent, building control and mooring fees) to
cover increased costs. - Disagree
I have no objection to the annual mooring fees being increased as long as the extra revenue is given
directly to the harbour master in order for his department to enforce the arc moorings plan. At the
moment we have several mooring fields oversubscribed with wait lists in the area and the rules are not
being followed which makes it hard for people on the wait list to get a mooring. Matiatia being a typical
example where a good number of the moorings are being occupied by illegal third party renters and the
harbour masters office seem unwilling to act presumably through lack of funding.
regulatory fees are already extremely high. Please find another way to cover your costs / decrease costs
as simply putting a greater burden on rate payers should be a last resort.
We don't agree to increase rates
Regarding: Fees and Charges and increases to some fees to maintain cost recovery, I object to the
raising of these fees for the following reasons - [resource consents – bundled consent deposits, tree
consents, boundary adjustments (unit title and cross lease), change of condition
(s127) and others] [building control – lapsed/refused building consent, waiver/modification of building
code, extensions of time to start building has a negative work, solid fuel heater/injected wall application
and others]- 1) Fees for building improvement and land improvement in Auckland
is already so high that it discororouges building, house extensions and new houses builds. I was going
to extend a rental property and add two bedrooms which would have helped the rental housing shortage,
but decided against it due to council regulations, red tape & the unfair expense.
For example, Just to get an answer about a consent I needed to pay $500 for a meeting that didnt even
guarantee a firm answer
No increase in payment
These fees should not be increased or added. There should be efficiencies that can counteract these
cost increases - which is exactly what Phil Goff said he would look for and implement when he was
elected and we have seen ABSOLUTELY NOTHING OF. The proposed increases in the
regulatory fees are outrageous increases and should not be required when much of this work can be
managed electronically.
Regulatory fees are already outrageously high and should not be increased. Another added cost to the
price of building.council must find other ways of saving money
an increase to some regulatory fees (such as resource consent, building control and mooring fees) to
cover increased costs - no, these are cores services so should be covered by an increase in basic rate
bill for residential rate-payers but user-pays basis for commerical operations
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The increase to Mooring fees is acceptable. However AT. and or the Harbour Master needs to ensure
that my Vessel moored in Matiatia is safe. Visiting boats, generally out of Auckland, continually anchor
in the Matiatia Mooring Field. This is particularly poor seamanship as the
anchored vessel will behave differently when acted on by the wind and tide. This result in the moored
vessels being damaged, usually with out the offending vessel being identified. The crew do not know,
with any accuracy, as to where the mooring weights are situated on the sea floor. This results in the
anchored vessel fouling the mooring weights. Larger vessels have dragged the moorings out of position
trying to get their ground tackle free. Visiting vessels also continually pick up unoccupied Moorings. This
is also poor seamanship, as the crew do not know the suitability and viability of the mooring they have
attached to. This practise results in the Mooring owner arriving in Matiatia with nowhere to safely moor
their vessel. I have bought this problem to the attention of AT and the Harbour master on previous
occasions without any result. AT. and or, the Harbour Master need to mitigate this source of constant
frustration to mooring owners. You are increasing your charges while failing to provide a reasonable
service
Not sure I fully agree with increasing the resource consent /building control fees, we already have high
housing costs and low income so why charge people to build an already cost cutting cheap and nasty
home. If the fees go up I would hope NZ/Auckland /Rodney is bumping up wage and salaries.
Disagree. Parking fee is already very high.
Agree with the increase in fee
Instead of putting up Res ha fees council should streamline operation and become more efficient
Just damming rivers kills wildlife - no eels & fish. Where will the new water dam be. I don't think that
Titirangi & Hunua dams will be enough with all the extra ppl incoming to AKLD region!!! Note drought
this structure please, remember we nationed water
Only if it speeds the process up (regulatory)
Support
Do not support
Reigious properties should pay rates just like everyone else
Religious ratings - should include other not-for-profit organisations regardless if religious or not.
Support for not rating religous organisations
Churches should not pay rates event if they have cafes as part of the building
Churches should be able to focus on their religous purpose and mission and not worry about having to
pay rates
Rating of religious properties - land use categories - food banks are not mentioned. These are important
for religious properties. Concern regarding the clause on op shops - clause regarding rating for op shops
and commercial rating for separate titles. Language is not clear. Fine with all the other criteria on the
religious property ratings.
Rating on Churches
The document is poorly written and questions - make no sense. Looks like the proposal is leading public
to think that churches are exempt from rating is a new change - not a new change as this is status quo.
Concerns that this will upset the ublic as to why should churches not have to pay rates - when this is
always been the case.
Difficult to determine what is for church purposes and what is not.
Support no changes in the current rating.

Q1 Regulatory fees

Religious properties being non-ratable (non -profit organisations). That different issues are being
thought about including ways to move forward and improves
Changing religous orginisations for "commercial uses, and not charging for the ministers house. Beileve
that no charge should be on the chapel,hall etc. but their own residence should be charged. That there
isn't a lot of Maori land left in Auckland area
Support non payment of rates for all churches
Believes in the fairness of a pre-school that is for profit, yet under the church is still ratable.
Supports that the church lands should not be rated if it is solely for religious purposes. Accepts the fact
that any activity for profit should be rated to ensure fairness.
Discussion needs to be made in regards to: How far can a church be from a Faifeau’s house before
considered rateable? For example, a church in Mangere Bridge and a Faifeau’s house in Botany?
Support no payment of rate for all churches
I do not support the ministers have not being charged. I feel the minister should pay rates just like
everybody else.
Paying rate on ministers house if not in same proximity as church
Believes that if the ministers house is further away from church land – then it should not be rated.
Ministers houses being further away – it does not matter as long the ministers house is still on church
land.
A minister’s house should be non-ratable – because he is a servant of God/still going the churches
bidding.
Want more elaboration to understand the different roles that happen on church lands.
Do not support
Contrary to a council woman I heard on RN3 religious organisation are not rich. Charging rates is
bigotry.
Do not support - ciphening off people who do not have any money
RATES - Religious Organisations - A wider approach is needed to include community organisations and
sports clubs – not just religious organisations as these have a primary focus on their members and
adherents. Ie Halls being made available to the public and not at commercial rates.
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General agreement around looking at other organisations that support the community.
Consider and address scenarios of community groups that don’t own land in comparison with religious
groups that do own land. Also, an obligation for the wider community to have access to halls, carparks

Q1 Religious properties rates

Residences owned by religious groups should be rated as residences as while in some religious orders
leaders are not paid a wage or salary they are paid a cost of living allowance, provided with a residence,
and gifts.
I think they are all stupid and religious properties should be paying rates and taxes like every other
human.
I think they are all stupid and religious properties should be paying rates and taxes like every other
human.
religious properties should be paying rates and taxes like every other
human.
My wife and I are parishoners at St Peters Anglican Church Takapuna. We are strongly in favour of the
option that sees parts of the land owned by religious organisationsremaing "rates free". Our church
provides community and spiritual leadership which is sustained by an ageing (and decreasing)
congregation, and cost increases impact negatively on the churches ability to remain a viable force for
good in the North Shore area.
My wife and I are parishoners at St Peters Anglican Church Takapuna. We are strongly in favour of the
option that sees parts of the land owned by religious organisationsremaing "rates free". Our church
provides community and spiritual leadership which is sustained by an ageing (and decreasing)
congregation, and cost increases impact negatively on the churches ability to remain a viable force for
good in the North Shore area.
You need to be charging rates factor fairly to ALL and everyone. It has to be inclusive do not exclude.
Regardless of their status or situation
Religious organisations should be paying rates just like everyone else.
not charging rates on some parts of the land owned by religious organisations - above a certain theshold
they should pay rates i.e. small not-for-profit organisations should keep the rebate but larger
organisations should pay
Disagree
Disagree with the increase in fee
Should charge rates on the land owned by religious organisations
Religious organisations should not have special exemption.
Any commercial aspect of property being used by a religious organization should be taxed.
I support the exemption for rates on property owned by religious organisations. They provide a great
deal of community support & service (much of which would otherwise be picked up by council) & should
not be subject to rates.
There is no need to change & charge churches
It would be unfair to charge Religious organisations have serviced communities for many years & have
given hope to many people including money to help those less fortunate.
Churches and church properties should not have to pay rates.
Not charging rates on some parts of land owned by religious organisations. We support this proposal As
a community focused organisation we provide multiple services to our local community including a fun
Club for those with Disabilites, Music & Learning for preschools church, Afterschool Learning services
for Primary aged Pasifika children, Youth & family services who all use our facilities at a low rate usually a donation only.
I am in agreement with the proposal that religious organisations should be exempted from being
charged rates for some of their land holdings.
On a weekly basis a line dancing class is held in our Parish Hall adjacent to our church - St andrews
Kohimarama. An average of 20 people attended week for regular exercise - both physical and mental.
This is also a very socilal exercise.
Bylaw Churches are free of rates
Rates for Church Hall held community activity groups, such as tai-chi for wellbeing must not go up.
Why would this even be considered?? They are business like anything else.
Churches are Community Centres. So no rate increase.
No extra rates for churches.
Charges should not be made on all parts of the land used for religious and community porposes and not
only on some parts if commercial.
With the reference to the matter marked - Churches struggle now to maintain their services and the
same people (fewer+fewer) who give churches indirectly support aged services. City missions, Drop in
Centres, Anglican Trust for women and children and a whole range of supportive activities. An extra rate
burden will ground some church communities into the ground. Church collection drop but the other work
continues. The community needs it.
Disagree - most churches already feed back into the community
I do not agree becasuse they are doing for the name of god
Makes sense
Agree to adjusting the urban rating boundary
adjusting the urban rating boundary to apply urban rates to 400 properties in recently urbanised areas
(that receive the same services as their adjacent urban neighbours) - Disagree
adjusting the urban rating boundary to apply urban rates to 400 properties in recently urbanised areas yes
Should be the same
Disagree with the increase in fee
I object very strongly to this
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Oppose proposed change to rates, want to retain the same pump out service via Auckland Council

Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate

Fencing was added to reduce impact of animal waste but hasn't done much to reduce contaminants.
Can pinpoint stormwater drains where there is higher readings of contaminants.
Feel businesses will make more money but the locals will suffer from the septic tank proposal. Have
other concerns around proposals - compliance, lack of buy in from residents, cost increases for
maintenance. Want council to look at water quality but asking if pump out proposal will change anything.
Cost saving that Council will make through proposal change should include costs to environment

Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
Concerns around residents who are not maintaining their septic tank system and council's role in
rate
following up with them. Proposed change may make the issue worse.
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
Wondered if the septic tanks are the real issue - how big of a difference will it actually make to water
quality?
rate
Many issues with infrastructure and environmental concerns (particularly the flooding issues) that are
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
alleviating water quality issues. Feel that council is making issue residents problem when council hasn't rate
done enough to rectify these issues
Wondering why Waiheke model is proposed for this area when they are different people
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Questioning whether this is a cost savings for council versus the correct thing to do
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Residents like the service provided by council contractors
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Wanting to work with council to improve system not remove it
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
Feel consultation is not long enough, lots of people only received their letters informing them of the
proposal this week
rate
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
Letters vague - don't actually understand what council is proposing. Did not know how to provide
rate
information online as they didn't understand it was under Annual Budget
Asking how council ensures compliance on waiheke and whether waiheke system actually works
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Concerns for elderly, disabled or vulnerable people who may have to pay more
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Do not support
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
I can't be having that!
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Phasing out the Waitakere rural sewerage service targeted rates over a two year period - Why are they Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
under prioritised?
Agree with phasing out
Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
Dont be silly--great system that ensures EVERY tank is emptied and CHECKED----Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
If left to individuals to maybe do it ---some might and some wont and then will start the overflow
rate
problems due to neglect.
Leave a functioning system as it is.
Dont be silly--great system that ensures EVERY tank is emptied and CHECKED----- If left to individuals Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
to maybe do it ---some might and some wont and then will start the overflow problems due to neglect.
rate
Leave a functioning system as it is.
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Topic

We oppose the removal of this service and associated targeted rate. There are a number of reasons for Q1 Waitakere rural sewerage targeted
rate
this, being:
In areas where it has historically been the owners’ responsibility to pump out and check their septic
tanks, it has been a disaster. Waiheke is a prime example of this with years of issues with overflowing
septic tanks. In the Waitakere area this has not been an issue due to the Council managed approach.
To push the responsibility to property owners will result in delays or inaction due to owners (1) not
knowing who they can go to for their pump out service, (2) not knowing what they need to do / need to
ask for from contractors. Being provided technical specifications of what need to be done by Council (no
doubt written by an engineer in engineering gobbledygook) won’t help.
Contractors will no doubt see this as an opportunity to boost profits and the charges for these services
to property owners will be extortionate. This will no doubt be exasperated by Council wanting more or
different information once a pump out report has been provided to them, resulting in even more costs to
property owners.
The instances of septic tanks failing / overflowing will increase due to owners not being able / willing /
forgetting to arrange pump outs, resulting in a worse environmental outcome than current situation and
additional compliance effort and cost to Council.
Council will receive an increase in number of complaints about septic tank pump outs and issues with
contractors.
The perception will be that this is another example of Council stopping a core / valued service with the
associated reputational damage, especially if the standard of the maintenance you expect property
owners to pay for is significantly higher than the standard of the Council service.
In summary, this proposal should be rejected and additional compliance activity focussed in the areas
where it is known septic tanks are failing e.g. Murawai township.
Do not remove the current Waitakere rural sewerage service. The reason given was that water quality
has not improved since it was started, but this means that more work needs to be done and not less.
The council can currently control the quality of the service provided by contractors, benefits from
economy of scale and can ensure that pump outs are actually being performed. Replacing this with a
service that monitors people is adding more unnecessary expense which could go towards investment
on the upkeep of the septic systems. If the council increased the scope of their responsibilities (such as
having contractors assess or service septic systems in addition to do the pump outs), I would happily
pay an increased amount compared to now
Is it time to look at delivering sewage to parts of the Waitakere ranges that doesn't currently have it?
This will definitely improve water quality. Monitoring and maintaining septic systems can only do so
much. Some septic repairs that are identified as part of the proposed monitoring might cause financial
hardship for a lot of families. Maybe an interest-free loan scheme to assist where repairs are required
and necessary for the environment would be a good option
Disagree
Disagree with the increase in fee
No need to phase out the sewerage service
This charge and service needs to stay in place and not be removed
I object very strongly to this
It makes no sense to stop this service. As it is now, council have control over septic tunk cleanouts.
Stongly disagree with this. The implications are not good.
FORGET IT
A very silly thing to do.
I wander what agenda is driving this.
Do not support land transfer
Trying to dodge tax is a crime
Need more information and understanding of the actual benefits for this.
Auckland council does a poor job of the properties they own already.
Anytime the council gets involved things get worse instead of better. Costs inevitably rise and the rate
payer ends up footing the bill. If it's not broken, don't try and fix it!
Increases are only a sign of how inefficient the council is. Do not increase costs, get a proper job
Auckland council does a poor job of the properties they own already.
your reducing our access to the coast, phil is polluting herne bay beaches with his stupid bloody storage
pipe
Need more information and understanding of the actual benefits for this.
Anytime the council gets involved things get worse instead of better. Costs inevitably rise and the rate
payer ends up footing the bill. If it's not broken, don't try and fix it!
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Because you will ask us for more money to run them when you secure them
Too many responsibilities for Auckland Council. They are already slow in making things happen or
actioning things, no need to add more responsibility to them if they cannot act fast enough
Do not support
Trying to dodge tax is a crime
No I do Not support. Whopping big stadiums mushrooming on our city Sails Waterfront - leave the boats
and Silo ports and beaches of. They are for people to enjoy & marine life to have marines there.
Cost savings and less duplications sounds good, but would it impact on democracy (i.e. consultations)?

Q2 10YB amendment - Do not support
Q2 10YB amendment - Do not support

Already spent rate payers funds transferring land to Panuku. Stop wasting our rates.
Partially support land transfer

Q2 10YB amendment - Do not support
Q2 10YB amendment - Do not support
Q2 10YB amendment - Do not support
Q2 10YB amendment - Other

Q2 10YB amendment - Other
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
support
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
Panuku does not seem to work for the ratepayers. The firesales of council assets to pay down debt is
support
frightening.
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
Total disregard from central government
support
Gst is a disgrace on us ratepayers
Total disregard from central government Gst is a disgrace on us ratepayers
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
support
Panuku does not seem to work for the ratepayers. The firesales of council assets to pay down debt is
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
frightening
support
I have no faith in Auckland Councils ability to manage this transfer well
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
support
Generally the council-owned operations are too independent of the Auckland Council and elected offices Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
such as the Mayor e.g. Watercare. Presumably this applies to Panuku too. However, this land should
support
generally NOT be sold off but kept by council for rate-payers and future generations.
Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
How did they manage to own $790 million in the first place? Was it sold to them to increase
support
revenue for the council initially? Which is now potentially going to cost a lot more then what it was
probably initial sold for. Backward thinking.
What proportion of these properties are in Maori hands/ownership? And what financies advantages do Q2 10YB amendment - Partially
support
they want? Who/what is Panuku?
Support land transfer
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Panuku - Don't manage properties well at all. In favour of disestablishing Panuku & transferring back to Q2 10YB amendment - Support
council.
The panuku acquisition process update - the prioritisation of the rates update as well general update of Q2 10YB amendment - Support
the rates proposal. Also the wsate management increase-exploitation
Not sure of the negative aspects of this, so whats suggested and written above sounds good. Only down Q2 10YB amendment - Support
side is that the council then decides to transfer ownership elsewhere.
Reduce costs by amalgamating resources and eliminate duplications. And do it tomorrow. We have
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
been waiting for streamlining and council efficiencies since Phil Goff said he would achieve these when
becoming mayor and nothing has happened.
Agree
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Beneficial for resource integration.
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Agree
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Centralized management is benefitial for incresasing efficiency. Support.
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Minimize financial expenditure. Reduce organisational duplication.
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
Support
Q2 10YB amendment - Support
I haven't seen here, eels ladder at creek. They threaten to close Mt. albert Wave Pools - in case of
Q3 AE Local priorities
disaster/water shortage. Where will we go? Is there any main catchment =cisterns around us. Do civil
defence groups know where?
Stop allowing building to be built in Devonport, Bayswater, and Belmont, buildings should be built in the Q3 DT Local planning
City
I don't know what they are
Q3 DT Local priorities
I don't know what they are
Q3 DT Local priorities
Has the board considered the area of land by the golf club for affordable housing? flooding could be a
Q3 GB Local planning
concern
Pensioner housing is a concern but no easy solution
Q3 GB Local planning
I would like an all tide boat ramp in Puriri Bay by Buster's boat
Q3 GB Local planning
Concern for the lighting projects in Rodney as it could impact Barrier's Dark Sky Sanctuary status long Q3 GB Local planning
term. AT and governing body will need to take some ownership of the sanctuary status as it’s of regional
value not just local. Local board will also need to think about the governance structure for DAG long
term
Q3 GB Local planning
Housing - will need to change the district plan in order to address this issue.The district plan should
have moved under the Unitary Plan already - when is that happening?
Q3 GB Local planning
Would be good to see young people being able to find houses to buy and upgrade. And have well
playing jobs on the island
Supply of housing stock on the island is the issue
Q3 GB Local planning
I'm concerned about housing and lack of rentals
Q3 GB Local planning
Sealiy Res (Torbay) What are the development plans for it?
Q3 HB Local planning
Keep the Orewa Beach - save it from erosion!
Q3 HB Local priorities
Q3 HB Local priorities
Whangaparaoa Road is so frustrating - the volume of traffic and length of time it takes. Having aother
way in would help, especially when there is accident
Orewa beach - support the sea wall. The beach is being used by a lot more people now
Q3 HB Local priorities
Penlink is good - but it is important to be aesthetically pleasing
Q3 HB Local priorities
I oppose penlink
Q3 HB Local priorities
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Whangaparaoa Centre plan objectives need to be part of budget
Orewa Beach/Orewa is a destination
Orewa beach is number 1 for Orewa, it has to be saved!
Save the beach Orewa!!
Definitely Penlink
More 'hang out' places for youth in Orewa
Parking in Browns Bay is impossible
Love the Estuary and arts and crafts. Grow the Arts Centre. Need a safe space for the Raku Firing (?)
would like to build a fit for purpose building. Suggested the arts centre apply for a grant. Little art studio,
want to create a kitchenette area for health and well being classes
Stanmore Bay - want a playground (Woodridge Estate) submission
Arkles Bay - Penlink, need it ASAP.
Penlink and Orewa Seawall need to happen!
Penlink needed. Really enjoys the cinema at Whangaparaoa and likes the estuary walkway
More ferries - takes cars off roads and helps reduce congestion. Good to see one extra ferry sailing to
GH but want more. Ferry fares to and from GH are too high - need to be smoothed and comparable to
other ferry routes. Not happy that when service is cancelled at short notice there isn't always an
alternative (bus) available and also no compensation.
Request a new playground in Woodbridge Estate - fenced please.
Support building the Kohu - Marine View seawall.
Stanmore Bay end of Brian Crescent has dark and shady walkways and feels unsafe
Penlink and Orewa Seawall need to happen!
Orewa Beach project supports
Penlink - ASAP! 4 lane include cycle lane.
Support building the Kohu to Marine View seawall
Love the playground area would like more fenced playgrounds
Support sun shades over playgrounds
More fenced playgrounds please
Not sure, more needs to be done around local roads in our area. More houses= more traffic=
nothing done to factor this in.
Clearly no focus on providing service. All coats are going up and service getting poor.
Transport...water increase...rubbish is a disaster
You're all mugs, promising the world and only over charging for lack of services to Auckland
The members consult regularly and try to secure what we as residents require
can someone paint the towncentre please. It looks very old.
Can there be signage around the traffic lights to say that window washing is illegal. People are risking
their lives and the drivers life by doing window washing
Otahuhu Town centre regeneration: do not support the removal of car parks.
we need better, cleaner parks in Otahuhu with more recycle bins to support the high use of parks. There
needs to different types of bins as well - bottle, recycle and general rubbish. Can a clothing bin also be
placed near the park.
Council needs to put clear sign in public places that illegal rubbish dumping is a crime. We get so many
illegal rubbish dumped near Robertson road roundabout, also at the back of Mangere bridge near the
airport. Who is taking ownership of that? No one!
I would like to attend a workshop on recycling in Tongan Language, as I cannot read proper English.
Can the board help.
Please put at least two bins at each bus stop. People are leaving rubbish behind as there are no bins.
Next to the bins, put message about bin tidy kiwi
Can we have more clothing bins in Otahuhu with sign against them saying this is not a rubbish dump
site. People are leaving their house rubbish around.
Can there be more educational workshops on waste recycling - the Otahuhu BIDS can help in
coordinating these.
for Waste Management services, it would be good to see the contracts being given to locals, who can
then be advocates of waste minimisation.
We would like to request for more recycling rubbish bins in the town centre and in our public places.
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for Otahuhu, can there be multilingual posters and signages saying do not litter, use the rubbish bins. Or Q3 MO Reducing waste and
increasing recycling
be a tidy kiwi
Q3 MO Reducing waste and
People need to be sent reminders that they need to sort their business rubbish as its making the town
increasing recycling
centre look dirty and ugly.
Q3 MO Reducing waste and
more signages on proper rubbish disposal, esp. for young people. We need to be proud of our
increasing recycling
environment and look after it. Educating the young ones is a start.
Why are we asked to pay more for waste collection rates? On top of that, there will be a 2% increase in Q3 MO Reducing waste and
general rates. We also have targeted rates for our board. Council wants too much money from us and
increasing recycling
doesn’t give us much.
Q3 MO Reducing waste and
How can local kitchen waste be collected and used as a compost for community use. Can the board
increasing recycling
think about this project
more education is needed on recycling, esp. kitchen waste
Q3 MO Reducing waste and
increasing recycling
Pay the residents who will bring recycling waste depending in the kilos of the waste
Q3 MO Reducing waste and
increasing recycling
The students need assistance with travel discounts, esp. if the use of public transport is being promoted Q3 MO Youth initiatives
widely. Maybe AT can work our some deals with schools and offer hop cards from schools?
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What can the local board do to provide the youths who don’t go to school with volunteer work
opportunities. Can they work with an org to support these young people so they are productive
Can we have more exercise programmes for youths. Could be dance classes, or water sports.
Something which is accessible and available after school
We need free sports classes across Otahuhu for young people from toddler to older youths.
Programmes which are ongoing and not just ones a year.
Can we work with schools to promote healthy eating and donate fruits to schools. In this way, those who
cannot afford to eat, will get some fresh fruit and we promote healthy snacking.
Please take away access to fizzy drinks for young people. It is unhealthy.
The local board should have a fund for youth related events only and it should offer diverse programmes
e.g. sports, festivals, art expression, dance competition, story telling, painting, IT and Engineering
showcase.
more supported is needed from schools for community support, esp. to offer after hours programmes.
Can there be a discussion with schools in the local area to see if they can do this.
Peace and order
Enhancing playgrounds around Manurewa
No more rubbish dumping - Vipasha
Clean green Aotearoa
Parking hazard outside Clendon (eg) outside Pak n Save
5cents for glass bottle refund to stop idiots throwing them out in the street
Not too sure if traditional inorganics will work
1st priority is to support community P.R to reducing waste (eg - par 5)
Traditional inorganics has always worked
Add something to Clendon. It's so uggss!! But some parks.
Developing Keith Park - YES. But please can we improve safety - cars oftejn speed around there or play
loud music and drinking. Police patrol but they need help too.
Upgrade of Clendon shopping to include safer car parking & security
Illegal dumping top priority
Illegal dumping happening every week - Waimahia
Community centre at Clendon Reserve
New park requirement. Slides, swings, monkey bars - Niveaita 11
Community gardens is attractive - Clendon
No to environmental waste
We need proper bins around Rewa Pap ect - organic recycle & landfill
Add some light to Clendon
Agree but want to prioritise 1. reduce waste 2. Te Mahia 3. illegal dumping - shorten the timeframe
Clean Keith Park like seriously
There is a need for more games for youths in local board public places.
Digital platform for youths and by youths
Bike programmes in Parks
there should be an event for seniors, where they can share their stories and background - maybe for
seniors day
Neighbourhood Watch is needed in Otara for health and safety of our Whanau
Kai initiatives - free food, soup kitchens etc, should be available on a regular basis and funded by the
local board. This should be promoted through community grants, so people know that they can apply for
such goodwill programmes
better accessibility for public transport, espcially around Kolmar road
Community Capacity building workshops for youths and community groups, esp. co-design local board
youth programmes, financial capabilities, better partnerships
the local board should fund celebration of diverse events, for example, Korean, Chinese, Indian,
Punjabi, Samoan, Tongan, refugees etc. There should be a diversity policy around funding
Space for programmes for seniors should be made free
Wate Startegy - the iwi's and Mana Whenua have a cultural bond with water and so does other cultures.
Our apporach to water use should incoporate our cultural element as well. We don’t want more rates on
water!
Support for sports needs assessment - encourage youth sports!
Support for Takanini hub
Support Takanini community hub and library
I'm not 100‰ aware of the priories for the local board area in 2019/2020.
Avondale is on a flood plain and the racecourse is a dam
(missing in Whau) Bus service has gone from 1/2 hour to 1 hour
(Enjoy doing this in the area) live safe
(missing in area) a carpark without broken glass + rubbish. Having the car park in the old 3 guys area is
great for parking when catching a train but unfortunately I have had punctures from the broken glass
(Avondale)
Fully support halls going to community groups for management i.e. Surfdale. Rangihoua SPMP is very
important. Little Oneroa has been going on too long, lots of other areas experiencing similar issues.
Should have been done years ago. Housing - isn't enough for tradesmen etc. Affordability. Onetangi
beach has a lot of vacant houses - number of long term residents are dropping.
Capex - toilet provision - more money to be spent on them. Obviously needs doing particulary in Ostend
where there are no public toilets. Cleaner does a great job. Ostend Domain is just coming good now.
Managed well. With the right people involved shows what can be done.
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Am not aware of proposed priorities for Waiheke
Progress on project on 35 Aripito Road is slow - setting up a residency for writers. Going West has
carried out a number of steps that has been required of it. Still convinced it is a viable project. Progress
of moving from Panuku to Going West is challenging. System is broken because council processes
have policies that prevent it.
I would like to see a focus on transport in particular how the board can use their transport capital fund to
assist on prioritizing safe cycleways and footpaths that link to neighbouring boards - i.e
Swanson/Bethells cycle commuters to the North Western cycleway.
Would the LB understanding and commitment with the attitude that city centre residents chose to live
ehre so have to deal with this. Better mainteance on public spaces. Street furniture gets damaged and
not repaired
Elle melville - fanastic - would like the lb to drive the efforts to achieve an operations and management
plan that prioritises city centre residents. Need support for dense residential areas are prioritised.
Great town centres - Wynyard quarter. Needs to be called a village not town in the LB plan.
Acknowledge the difference between villages and town centres - in local board plan. Urbanisation and
village scape
Can you explain how you'll make the Ponsonby communities vision for Ponsonby Park a reality and how
this will be achieved financially? Will it continue to be community-led?
What is the cost difference between maintaining parks with agrichemical-free methods vs conventional
spray methods. It’s better for the environment obviously but what’s the cost/benefit analysis?
Recently eels and kokopu were found in Waiparuru Stream. What will you be doing to protect and
enhance this stream following this discovery? Can you talk more about your other stream restoration
programmes, how much your allocating to each stream and the rationale for each.
WLB priorities - Outhwaite playground upgrade - what is happening there. Why is this not a priority. ,
Support Ponsonby Park initiative , Support the Waipururu stream projects
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Annual budget feedback and Newmarket’s priorities for WLB budget. Does not support 254 Ponsonby
Q3 WTM Local priorities
road - it’s a nice to have not a must have. Newmarket has a lack of greenspace and civic space. Elderly
gentlemen that fell on broadway - need better infrastructure in public spaces. Teed street crossing
danger, Desperately in need for recreation spaces for young people - no recreational space for children
and youth, Not enough urgency is put on this need - board needs
Need to priorities:
2. Youth recreation facility
3. Action and delivery on enhancements at station square. Needs sofeting, grass, areas to sit etc.
Wishlist project - support and resources to continue the roll out of streetscape projects as in the
laneways masterplan. Include Kent and York Street.
Supportive of the 30km speed limit in broadway
Need more than traffic calming mechanisms - level of traffic increasing.
Would love green streetscapes and planters - and make it look more village friendly. Happy to invest in
the retail streetscape. Want support from Council and placemaking. No feedback coming back from
Sandy in AT when emails go through.
Yes
We need higher rates and less flexibility to punish those imperialists who work and produce income.
A kaupapa Maori approach is needed
The fact that rates are going up when Auckland Council are still building houses – when they should be
focusing on living cost decrease.
Auckland property prices have gone up
HNZ also pay rates – gov pays rates but not hnz tenants
Private home owners do pay rates.
The increase in Mangere might be a bit more because of the ‘re-evaluation’ effect. The areas that went
up first were the properties in the city and slowly had a ripple affect on those on the outskirts of central
auckland (where the proprieties first started going up).
Do not support increase in rates
Keeping rates cost down as already to high for young families like my self.
its a crock of s**t that if your house is worth more (usually because you work harder than others) that
you pay more rates - it should be size related. Just because you work harder than some shouldn't mean
you pay more.
What have you done to decrease costs and work efficiently? What other options have you explored to
keep costs down
Please reduce your annual salary bill as promised when Phil Goff campaigned for Mayor and leave the
rates as they are.
Higher rates mean higher rents.
HOw much is the total increase?
I want the Rodney Local Board to continue to fund Kumeu Arts Centre.
We want to have the same facilities as at Rautawhiri Park, for Wellsford Centennial Park. E.g. new
surfaces on hard courts, lighting, perimeter path
Western Springs Speedway - keep it open
events, free pools, services provided, free internet out in communities
Supports incorporation of mm into the strategy, but notes the inclusion of mataawaka. Matauranga
maori / ngati whatua world view is place based which is different to a te ao maori approach. Gives
opportunity for reciprocal exchange.
Impact of feedback the positive impact – opportunity that must take and get an audience similar to this
with international shareholders
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We would like an animal 'no kill' shelter
Representing Women of Waiuku, Seeking an olympic sized pool and recreation centre in Waiuku,
Presented a petition from 1635 people supporting their request, Petition and paper submission will be
fowarded to central

Regional community services
Regional community services

Safer streets, more cops on the beat
I like that council and the local board supports community led development
Lack of maintenance work in South Auckland
One parent urged the need for a Youth Strategy. With crime rates among youth on the rise, its important
for us to start including youth (aged 9 and above) to start including them in these conversation so we
can find ways forward. Theres nothing specific in place for youth aged 9-10yr olds (which is the age
group that are most susceptible to crime and peer pressure).
Dame Nganeko noted the challenge in delivery when people still grappling with the concept of
Kaitiakitanga
One thing that came up on Monday night at the hui was the issue around mataawaka – Māori worldview, it is place based, applying this approach gives the opportunity for reciprocal exchange of
stewardship and care, comprehensive integrated two worldviews.
Better service all round - provision of value for rates.
I want Auckland Council to
provide asset based funding for Rodney’s Arts Facilities equal to that other Wards in Auckland
receive.
Council Supply Bins
Toilet (Public) not clean
Water is too expensive. Clean water for houses. Rubbish fee expensive. Free lunch for kids at school.
Free lunch for kids at school.
Water is too expensive. Lunch for kids at school free. Clean water for houses. Transport expensive
(bus, trains). Rubbish (free collection)
Community Centre - Mangere East needs concerted effort for development as current facility has been
operating @maximum capacity for another of years and is not meeting demand for community,
community education and skills provision. There is huge potential for innovative multipurpose designed
facility to be constructed based on past 20 years of operation and associated learning and insights lets take up the challenge!! now!
St Mary’s Bay water project, in light of a change in the fundamental purpose of the project. Seek the
boards support on the ST Marys Bay/ Masefield beach water project. Endorse recent AC /Watercare
decision to seperate sewage and stormwater pipes - provide a budget for separation. Withdrawal or
suspension of budget for the project pending review. Progress: decision to separate (end February
2019)
Potential to achieve in similar timeframe and at similar cost, But tunnel still proposed - an additional $44
million. This ignores potential $millions of savings and retains adverse construction effects. Recognize
that the decision to separate has changed the St Mary’s Bay/Masefield Beach project fundamentally:
The reason for the big storage pipe has gone, Change must call for (independent) review of need for,
and reconsideration of expenditure on, the tunnel , Existing mechanism - the Western Isthmus
programme, Opportunity to make this a Council/community collaboration – valuable precedent,
Unanimous support for separation and stopping the tunnel , Change the decision and the change of the
project must call for an independent review of the need of the tunnel. Western Isthmus programme is an
existing mechanism to address this. Clear issue - do we build a tunnel or do we sperate it. Now the
decision has been made to separate it. So surely the tunnel will not be needed. Tunnel is an
i t thei central wharf strategy developed - see the ships moved to cooks wharf.
See support for
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Love our libraries!
User pays in the library for the meeting rooms - it used to be free, and charges are tough on the senior
citizen groups, and they are now using other places
Shades in parks
Regional Parks, like Wenderholm - to book a site is a nightmare, and if you cancel due to [bad] weather
there is no refund
[Need] a specific park for freedom camping - for self contained units like in Gisborne and Hanmer
Springs. No need to provide facilities ie toilets etc, and can charge a small overnight fee - like DOC
camps
Freedom Camping - Don’t mind if it is self contained. Have concern about homeless people
General unhappiness with state of Auckland: governance pollution, lack of green spaces, housing
standards, public transport, Auckland airport
Would like a formalised footpath between Ridge Park and the beach
Would like Council to consider having a splashpad here (Ridge Park, Long Bay). Albany pool Is limited
in numbers
Why is the flying fox at Long Bay Regional Park not working?
Advovacy for more public space - and pocket parks, Playground and testing ground for the good things
and the bad.
Upgrading community parks and playgrounds.
There’s a lights issue in south auckland parks. Putting lights up might help communities to be more
active because they’d feel safer to train in public places with lights, wouldnt feel too dangerous.
Playgrounds in Auckland arent being taken care of as well as other parts of auckland.
Need to put water in to our parks.
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Having water fountains and parks (healthy kai, healthy families etc)
Need for lights in public parks/making things more visible (white lights)
Need for lights in South Auckland parks.
Councillor Hulse acknowledge the thoughtful presentation and to acknowledge Tame's role in the
MWKF. Acknwoeldge Te Kawerau a Maki no opening of tracks regarding kauri die back represents
informal co-governance decisions.
acknowledges erudite and thoughtful presentation, and notes the comfortable decision-making
relationship around the Hunua Ranges with Kaipara, Wonders when we get to the point where we get to
first principles with mana whenua in that governance role
Deciduous trees – as heritage trees any thoughts about that? Lucie would like to see a council policy
that says no NEW trees planted, all trees have a right to life so not wanting to comment too much about
that, as exotics die rip them out and replant only natives.
Lucie notes hemp as alternative replaces all plastic, replaces 4 x carbon monoxide plus all the rest of its
benefits
Also the connection between the targeted rates, easy to look at this around pest management and..?
Thank you, what is the message? We cannot separate out the messages about water, talking about
targeted rates we are thinking about this in its entirety not in siloes. Today my most important issue to
talk to is around overseas investment offices to sell land to Chinese owners of waste management – not
blind, something needs to happen as we grow, but consent to be passed is in total conflict with our
council policy waste management – going against everything that this Water Strategy discussion doc
stands for and Te Mana o Te Wai national policy statement.
I would council consider having a splashpad here, Albany Pool is limited in numbers
Why is the flying fox at long Bay Regional Park not working
Need big playgrounds with more equipments.
There should be a penalty applied to the council if the building permit is over the 21 days stipulated
Consents should be involving all those in the surrounding areas not just council to decide who to grant
consents to.
I dont like it that so many dogs were put down at the Wiri pound. I read an article that said 2000 dogs
were put down at the Wiri Pound in 2017 or 2018? but 3000 dogs were put down across the whole of
Auckland. Wiri pound needs to be investigated with regards to their procedures for putting down
animals. :(
Participants asked whether or not Local boards influence on takeaway stores set up. It seems like
takeaway restaurants are all centralised in south auckland and only contribute more to the health crisis
among Maori and Pacific people.
Put more money into enforcement. Dogs on Pt Chev beach not on leads.
Get gst out of rates bill.
But why we still pay gst...tax on tax
Yes
Ōrākei Road, truck nearly took out someone turning left into Remuera Road, with dangerous turning.
Trucks getting heavier.
Remuera is a hill suburb, not easy to walk there.
Would like a traffic island on Remuera Rd outside the library, people crossing have nowhere to stand.
Support board's proposal to improve safety at Bonnie Brae/Meadowbank Road intersection.
Would like speed limit in Meadowbank shopping centre to be reduced to 30km.
Need lower speed limit in residential roads, e.g. Norman Lesser, Gowing Drive - not appropriate to be
same speed as big roads like Ngahue Drive.
Support the speed reduction in shopping areas to 30k and support a reduction to 40k on residential
roads such as Gowing Drive
Keep an eye on slip lanes at Solent Street and The Strand - dangerous for vulnerable users.
Supports advocacy for bylaw to stop trucks on local roads
Intense suburb, narrow roads.
Need to see a clear plan on how traffic is going to be managed in Stonefields.
How is Stonefields going to deal with the traffic as it continues to intensify.
Is 40km limit the answer? Don't know, would need to see some evidence.
Better pushchair /disability access between the beach and toilets and playground (Takapuna beach).
Sealing for Whangaparapara rd is a priority
Finish the footpaths in Lagoon Way
Why do it in stages - need roading from Papakura through Howick
Traffic from Waiau Pa needs to be improved
Brylee Drive to Waiata Shores should remained closed
Congestion on southern motorway getting into Auckland needs to improving
Showed temporary road, this has created damage, unneccesary, this has never been used as a base
for maintenance work.
Sharon Stewart: the temporary road prior to this, was this grass and when it was, it wasn't a problem? - it
was grass right up to the foot of the pathway - showed picture.
Puriri Bay Road and Schooner Bay Road needs maintenance and repair. The pot holes on Puriri Bay
Road are terrible and corrugations on Schooner Bay Road are really bad. Safety is a big concern. This
needs to be addressed urgently. There was a petition by the roads users a while ago. Please don't
forget about it and please can this be fixed.
Get Puriri Bay Road & Schooner Bay Road sealed. Get it sealed and get it sorted. Will take too long to
look at future fixes and needs to be fixed now
There are four slips along Puriri Bay Road that need to be fixed. The one opposite Tipi and Bobs is so
bad the road itself has become compromised and is now subsiding. Really urgent
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The dust along Puriri Bay Road is unbearable - it gets into the water and onto all the tables. A health
and safety hazard. Especially when people are walking along the road. The road is the busiest it's ever
been. Lots of traffic even at night
How real is a long term fix for Puriri Bay Road? I would like the Puriri Bay Road fixed now (ie, before a
long term non-coastal solution). Coastal erosion is a concern but surely the cost of putting in a new road
would be way more than repairing the existing road, and take a long period of time when we need a
repair job now while you are looking at the long term fix. Use to be able to sit in the middle of the road
and have a party all day long and get maybe 3 cars but now the traffic count is really high - it's getting
quite urgent for that fix.
Get Puriri Bay Road and Schooner Bay Road sealed. 'Don't cater to the tourist - should cater to the
ratepayers first'
Puriri Bay Road should be sealed as it's wearing out the back tyres of my car
Tar seal Puriri Bay Road
All the other roads (except Puriri Bay Road & Schooner Bay Road) are fantastic
Puriri Bay Road and Schooner Bay Road need sealing
I would like to see Puriri Bay Road sealed
I would like to see Puriri Bay Road sealed as I have an accommodation business at the other end of the
road so big concern
I would like seal for Puriri Bay Road and Schooner Bay Road. Do what can be done immediately
because the pot holes can be a real concern when it's wet and the corrugations along Schooner Bay
Road are bad.
Address the slips and seal Puriri Bay Road. We can't wait for future solutions, need to repair it now. AT
need to talk to the locals about what the road use to be like and what it could be like. AT should consult
with us.
A request for Orama road to be looked at. There are lots of accidents on this road and I have lots of
photos from over the years. The road needs to be widened in places, have passing lanes and mirrors
installed on the blind corners. The road is used by the school bus, by visiting school kids and families.
The road has high usage as Orama has 20,000 bed nights a year
Turning onto East Coast Road from Glenvar Road is a nightmare. Very unsafe.
Please complete central cycleway network. Strong support for local residents to build and expand on
cycling network. Partly completed cycleway.
Footpath at heard park needs to be urgently repaired
The recent resurfacing of roads in Sandringham have made a mess of the road. There was nothing
wrong with the road of Arabi St, Patterson St, and nearby streets but Auckland Transport still came in
and resurfaced these roads.
Now the road has unsealed gravel and it poses a danger to pedestrians walking on the footpath.
The seal flies off and damages the cars. This shoddy work must be rectified by AT.
Traffic and traffic management remain huge issues. I note that getting anywhere in Auckland is a trial
and often roadworks have not been adequately planned so areas where work is being done overlap
causing greater congestion instead of solving an issue. On the North shore, our bus lane is still a T3
which is inconsistent with other parts of Auckland. Onewa Rd is such that cars can still park down the
left hand side in the afternoons which makes accessing the city harder than necessary and at times is
extremely dangerous as buses don't have a clear path and often need to change lanes to avoid parked
cars
Traffic and traffic management remain huge issues. I note that getting anywhere in Auckland is a trial
and often roadworks have not been adequately planned so areas where work is being done overlap
causing greater congestion instead of solving an issue. On the North shore, our bus lane is still a T3
which is inconsistent with other parts of Auckland. Onewa Rd is such that cars can still park down the
left hand side in the afternoons which makes accessing the city harder than necessary and at times is
extremely dangerous as buses don't have a clear path and often need to change lanes to avoid parked
cars
The recent resurfacing of roads in Sandringham have made a mess of the road. There was
nothing wrong with the road of Arabi St, Patterson St, and nearby streets but Auckland Transport
still came in and resurfaced these roads. Now the road has unsealed gravel and it poses a danger
to pedestrians walking on the footpath. The seal flies off and damages the cars. This shoddy work
must be rectified by AT.
Very pleased that the council contractors have take over the streets - tidy up
The Roads are dark. We need more lights.
There should be more street lights.
Support GI2TD and local connections.
Support connections into GI2TD
(Need) Walkway to connect Karaka Lakes Harbourside to Papakura
Mill raod will be great to focus on improving
1. Broadway traffic calming - new controlled crossing / raised tables. Davers Crecent - new pedestrian
crossing
Park between Brown st and Richmond road needs more playground infrastructure. Same with Gunson
Street.
New footpaths in Herne Bay
Waiheke urgently needs improved reading and especially kerbing and footpaths. The current
infrastructure can't cope with the estimated 1 million visitors per year!
Would like a formalised footpath between Ridge Park and the beach
Ridge Park - no footpaths to cross road to get to the park - Te Onaroa
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Dynamic laning, needs to start 30 minutes earlier and finish 30 minutes later. Add extra lane to
motorway to avoid pinch point at entry to motorway. Need an off ramp between Silverdale and Oteha
Valley Road - facing both directions. The turn into New World on Whangaparaoa Rd is a major safety
issue and needs looking at.
If new road seal project is intending to only go to Akapoua then request it be extended out to girlies
grave as a number of people walk the distance of Akapoua to girlies grave and it’s a dust nuisance for
the walk
Representing Beachlands Community Trust, Seeking support/funding to provide recycling and reuse
activities and programmes in Beachlands. Presentation attached and submitters also intend to make a
written submission
There are no bins on the island for the 'odd bit' of rubbish. Concerned that tourists will end up dumping
rubbish in the bushes as there is no where to put it.
Need a rubbish bin at the airport
I like that waste minimisation is treated seriously by council and that they are working closely with other
community groups in this space
Happy with everything…except bring back our dump stations. Dogs get into the yellow bins
Bring back the rubbish dump stations at the airport. And the rubbish bins at the beaches as I walk along
the beach with the dog (on a leash) and there is lots of little bits of litter around
Saddened by the loss of the dump station bins. The yellow bins are an eyesore and they lie around the
roadside for ages. Lots of additional rubbish being left on the roadside too. There was a lack of
consultation about the change to the waste service and it feels like a step backwards
Lots of rubbish left lying around by visitors. Being dumped in therental cars and being dumped at the
airport bins (to overflowing). The wharf bins are also overflowing. This needs to be addressed
The rubbish fix for the island needs to be a bespoke solution and can’t be an Auckland model imposed
here.
Rubbish is a concern. Council should support innovation. Barrier could be a place to trial innovations.
For example, the recycling and reuse of tyres and plastics in roading materials. It's a concern that we
are doing the 'right thing' by recycling and separating our plastics but in the end it goes to the dump and
is buried. We need to have long term solutions. It maybe high costs to start but in the long term it will be
good for 'savings', good for the planet and maybe even local employment (ie, the innovative trials)
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More recycling bins at community e.g. Parks, towncentres, supermarkets
Rubbish Collection
Rubbish
Should be easy $150 time enforced on the idiots who are still throwing plastics and metals/aluminium
cans into the red organic collection bins. Do employ an extra inspector to 1. check the red bin and 2.
since trucks R computerised fine the address Nbr!
Rubbish (free collection)
Street cleaning in Auckland city and suburbs, particularly Sth. Auckland is abysmal. Rubbish dumping
has been lessened slightly to what it was. Yes. Auckland City Council pays handsomely to attend to
above, so where is the money going? Over-inflated councillor salaries and perks.
What we experience is that where there is only one house on one section and then the council gives
consent to build two other houses using the same water infrastructure - it cannot cope with three houses
all at once
House is not current tenanted, it is unsafe, it will be damp over winter. The habital space within the
house is healthy. Foundation is fine and can sustain workers who would provide upgrades. Other
foundational work is not a requirement to get a lease, it will be done at a later stage.
Want to know how the auditing process works - understand that council will work with industry and
homeowners to improve standards
Building in rural areas is not good - more cars on the road
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Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning

Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
General unhappiness with state of Auckland: governance pollution, lack of green spaces, housing
planning
standards, public transport, Auckland airport
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
30,000 new houses between Parakai and Kumeu! This will change the water table - suburban
planning
developments change where the water table runs into the aquifers…
Pay for what you've started first - bike lanes, intercept tunnel railway, CRL
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
7.2. notes opportunity to have people engaged in governance conversation
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
the opportunity is having people engaged, any amount of legal advice is not going to cut it – the
planning
opportunity the water discussion presents us is the Auckland context
Stop allowing building to be built in Devonport, Bayswater, and Belmont, buildings should be built in the Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
City
being fair to all as per my question 1. More boating facilities - ramps, parking etc Slow the ferrys down - Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
bloody dangerous for small vessels in the harbour - everyone else has to slow to 12knots
High rented property in Auckland. In my family only one person is doing job which is not enough.
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
High rent cost
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
I need playland in my area
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Property rates are very high and also rented property very expences. It is hard when one person in
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
family who is working and no other help to financially
Struggling for finding Job (Due to English language)
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
No good kindergarden in Panmure area. (Free 20 hours one)
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
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I don't think that Titirangi & Hunua dams will be enough with all the extra ppl incoming to AKLD region!!! Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Note drought this structure please, remember we nationed water
We need parks,...sheme for parking
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
I'm just a bit concerned about area around schools. The roundabout at Blockhouse Bay (Donovan st,
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
Blockhouse Bay, etc) that close to Countdown is really busy, have lots roads into one roundabout. While planning
a lot of kids walking to and from school to that area, and there is only one traffic light there. Can we think
more safe things for kids to walk around it? Recently, we heard about few stranger-dangers toward
school kids around Blockhouse Bay. I really hope that sorted out, because we really don't feel safe for
our kids anymore.
Too much car parking in the street.
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Night time, some streets are so dark. I hope make more streetlight and feeling more safe.
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
Light. Petrol.
Spatial, strategic & infrastructure
planning
The waste and storm water system is really old and there are so many new developments and high
Stormwater
intensity building in some areas - the system can't cope. We think the council needs to be more careful
about the consents it gives out
Disappointed to read in Healthy Waters newsletter after storm, drains have been cleared but can't see Stormwater
any evidence of this happening.
Showed flooding and bogs created by flooding.
Stormwater
Any thoughts on moving Stormwater to Watercare?
Stormwater
Clean up the water-ways
Stormwater
Love the library. Please increase the size of Albany library
UH Local libraries
Shade sail in Kell Park where fire engine is and water fountain. No sign to flying fox and slide so people UH Local parks, sport & recreation
don't know where it is
The flying fox at Kell Park is too hard to get on for kids. Hard for grandparents to put kids on it.
UH Local parks, sport & recreation
Overarching transport priority is walking and cycling safety on the roads.
Walking and cycling improvements
Road accidents for cyclists and pedestrians becoming too common.
Walking and cycling improvements
Pendulum needs to swing back towards safety of pedestrians, parents, children.
Walking and cycling improvements
We need people to be walking and cycling, need roads to be safer for them.
Walking and cycling improvements
School childrens currently not doing enough walking and cycling but roads need to be safer for this
Walking and cycling improvements
Cycling proficiency not a priority here like in UK or Europe.
Walking and cycling improvements
Lots of cyclists drive, not many drivers cycle, results in lack of empathy.
Walking and cycling improvements
E-powered bikes mean cyclists going much faster.
Walking and cycling improvements
Remuera children will never be able to cycle to school due to volume of traffic.
Walking and cycling improvements
Ridge Park Long Bay - no pedestrian crossings to cross road to get to the park. Te Oneroa Road is
Walking and cycling improvements
quite busy
I would like to see a focus on transport in particular how the board can use their transport capital fund to Walking and cycling improvements
assist on prioritizing safe cycleways and footpaths that link to neighbouring boards - i.e
Swanson/Bethells cycle commuters to the North Western cycleway.
The waste and storm water system is really old and there are so many new developments and high
Wastewater
intensity building in some areas - the system can't cope. We think the council needs to be more careful
about the consents it gives out
Wastewater
Why spend millions on waste water when the man and shovel clearing the drains regularly meant the
streets and drains did not get clogged. Start at basics, not the expensive reticulation
Water - smart meters on water usage i.e. like power companies, this would enable people to have more Water supply
informed control over their usage.
Catch water off drain
Water supply
More taps for drinking water
Water supply
More water founds
Water supply
Supply the drinking water in separate tap so the other use water o need to purify.
Water supply
Clean water for houses.
Water supply
A big NO to the waterfront stadium
Waterfront development
(Improve visibility of local board) have a [community] picnic
WH Local arts, culture & events
(improve visibility of local board) come out and meet the groups and people around the community
WH Local arts, culture & events
(Enjoy doing this in the area) Attend 60s up club in New Lynn
WH Local community services
(Missing in area) swim in salt water pool, less chemical, eco friendly, mineral and trace element
WH Local community services
enhancement for the body
(enjoy in area) walk on the boardwalks. Visit local shops
WH Local community services
(missing in area) A decent pub!!!
WH Local economic development
(Missing in area) robust legislation regarding poison usage
WH Local environmental management
WH Local environmental management
(improve visibility of local board) use the power you have by forcing large organisations e.g. housing
corp, to ban use of domestic poisons with their properties, therefore improving 'water quality' from runoff
(missing in area) some visual improvement.
WH Local environmental management
(missing in whau) please improve footpaths avondale. Terrible mess, dangerous.
WH Local environmental management
(Improve visibility of local board) answer phone calls - msg please
WH Local governance & support
(missing in area) compassionate ears
WH Local governance & support
(improve visibility of board) more functions + advertising in the western leader
WH Local governance & support
(Missing in area) swimming pool
WH Local parks, sport & recreation
Explore option for pool of 'saltwater' (i.e. Parnell) as more ecofriendly than cloride saturated pool
WH Local parks, sport & recreation
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(enjoy doing in area) venue for our whau walking samoan avondale.
(missing in area) swimming pool for our community in avondale. Community hub. Community hall
(Missing in area) delivery of the western leader (Kelwyn Road)
Going West has carried out a number of steps including procuring quotes and applying for consent.
Local board and staff are good and supportive of the Trust
General concern about natural environment - including Waitakere Tracks, intensification of housing,
rubbish dumping etc.
We spoke with a number of people about the water strategy and board plans, didn’t receive feedback as
such but promoted our work and sponsored projects
I'm really intererest in your thoughts on environment - what else do you have planned around protecting,
preserving and cleaning up our communuty?
Decentralised local composting hubs
Zero net carbon omissions. Have to efficiently sequester the soil
Would like to do composting in Ponsonby - local OMG. For all of the restaurants in Ponsonby Road.
The business association asked to have composting on 254 Ponsonby Road. Keen to get that
incorporated on the design. Can the boxes get in there while its still a car park? Board keen on
decentralizing composting. Could a recycling centre be another option for WLB over at western springs?
Optimum solution is to do the composting where you grow your food
Local living compost hubs

WH Local parks, sport & recreation
WH Local parks, sport & recreation
WH Other comment
WTK Local governance & support
WTK Local governance & support
WTK Local parks, sport & recreation
WTK Other comment
WTM Local environmental
management
WTM Local environmental
management

WTM Local environmental
management
Having my streets cleaned. Having the trees cut. Having the drains unblocked in the roads on a weekly WTM Local environmental
management
basis. Treets trimmed everywhere.
Having my streets cleaned. Having the trees cut. Having the drains unblocked in the roads on a weekly WTM Local environmental
management
basis. New footpaths in Herne Bay. Treets trimmed everywhere.
Need moral support and want to be in the centre of the boards strategy
WTM Local governance & support
Streetscape upgrade – Council has committed to this but community has not seen the plans.
WTM Local governance & support
What is the collective legacy that you are going to leave for Parnell - hold them to account. Going to
WTM Local governance & support
pushing for line items in the work programme. Wants to see more projects for the Parnell business
association in the 19/20 work programme
Support more funding for city centre community events,
WTM Local governance & support
No Spraying in September, October or November - Save the bees!
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Lives in Mahuru Cresent raised a range of concerns about cleaning of the park and streets, drug taking WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
and genera issues with being an apartment resident.
Need for play equipment for under 7 year olds at Newmarket Park
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Need for benches in the Domain in locations where it is convenient to drop off elderly people and her
concern about the lack of footpaths/ped safety in the Domain
KIDS PLAYGROUND IN NEWMARKET PARK
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Urban amenity and placemaking needs more love from everyone
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Playspace activiations have gone really well at station square. Need somewhere that kids can use
recreationally after school and for families etc.
Pt Resolution Reserve - hardscaping has been the docus - there has been no landscaping.
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
No effort has been made to remove the weeds. Professional landscaper needs to come up with a
landscapping plan. Why is Pt Resolution/Tararua deemed a second class citizen when it comes to
capitalising on it’s world class location
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Request an amount be set aside for Pt Resolution improvements. Adriana - pt resolution is huge for
traffic going through there. Is dog off leash. Is there apetite in parnell for community garden? Yes scarborough reserve. Pt Resolution - opportunities to tell stories in the area. (Heritage) Waipapa stream
regeneratin - not a lot of money but huge $$ goes in and out. Could do with more budget for the planting
to be done there this year.
Street furniture and $$$ spent in Heard Park
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Swings seem to be getting flimsier and the bucket swings seem to be being replaced with those with
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
chains which are no good for small kids.
Western park and Cox’s bay playgrounds great for little kids!
WTM Local parks, sport & recreation
Western Springs joint management plan with the community
WTM Other comment
Support council family wide effort in the implementation of the amenities plan. Support efforts to make
WTM Other comment
the streets safer

